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CRASH WARNING AS VIRUS
SHOCKS U.S. MARKETS
Scared by the market falling nearly 3,000 points?
Then you’d better take a minute to see this.
As you might imagine... investors are panicking out of stocks. But a rare
opportunity is developing in the stock market, right this very moment.
And it’s all thanks to a powerful secret uncovered in the 1970s.
A secret that pointed him to the incredible investment vehicles that
quickly transformed him into one of America’s richest men.
In fact, the “super stocks” he uncovered are directly responsible for a
huge part of his net worth.
These investments are called “super” because they do what financial
theory says is impossible:

They deliver super-high returns with a very low level
of risk, no matter the market conditions... even when
other investments are crashing.
Today, you have the chance to invest in your first one...
Because an analyst from one of the world's leading financial research
firms has just discovered the next "super stock" with massive profit
potential.
But I should warn you: what he has to say is controversial.

Click Here to Learn More
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE

E

ditor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke has just as
many questions about the pandemic as
a kid in quarantine homeschool. As he
puts it in his letter from the editor...
We took P.J.’s challenge to heart in this
American Consequences magazine... focusing
on the biggest stories that really matter in this
coronavirus crisis.
We have Todd G. Buchholz, one of the
clearest economic writers and thinkers in the
world, tackling the big question: Does this
mark the death knell of capitalism?
Then we have what might end up being one
of the most controversial pieces we’ve ever
published...
Financial research firm founder Porter
Stansberry masterfully lays out what he calls
“The ‘Big Lie’ Behind COVID-19.” Love
or hate his conclusions, it is a must-read in
today’s world of tyrannical lockdown orders
and government overreach.
Next, Dr. David Eifrig debunks dangerous
COVID-19 myths, answers the top seven
coronavirus question, and shows the real best
way to fight this pandemic.
American Consequences managing editor
Laura Greaver has the real stories from the
viral trenches as she talks with a travel agent,
a doctor, hairstylist, liquor-store owner, and
wedding caterer.
Main Street journalist Salena Zito notes that
coronavirus has even closed the Waffle House.
Sports professor Lars Dzikus writes that sports
aren’t likely coming back any time soon.
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Chaos Chronicles editor Kim Iskyan details why
you can’t count on U.S. elections this November
to resemble anything close to normal.
And libertarian journalist John Stossel shows
how regulatory red tape has killed Americans.
Then we turn to financial matters. If you’re an
investor, you can’t miss these stories...
• Longtime trader C. Scott Garliss has more
than a dozen ways to profit from this
new pandemic world with a COVID-19
portfolio...
• Commodity expert Bill Shaw explains why
oil prices can go much, much lower than
you think.
• Nobel laureate Robert J. Shiller explains
that we don’t face one pandemic, but two.
• And the best health care analyst in the
nation, Thomas Carroll, details the new
“essential” nature of cannabis in America...
and shows why it may be time to invest in
this beaten-down sector.
We don’t always have to take this pandemic
seriously, of course...
We’re passing on 14 of our favorite “viral
humor” jokes... P.J. O’Rourke suggests a few
ways to “kill time” in quarantine... And as
always, we’re watching Twitter... so you don’t
have to.
And finally, executive editor Buck Sexton
sends us his Final Word... a dispatch from the
pandemic peak in New York City.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Publisher, American Consequences

INSIDE:

Expert Financial Analyst Issues
Rare Recession-Proof Stock
Recommendation
To extend a ‘thank you’ to new podcast followers, veteran investor,
Dan Ferris is sharing the name and ticker symbol of a company that is
undervalued and is set to soar in a recession.

FIND OUT THE NAME OF THIS
COMPANY BY CLICKING HERE
Are you protected if the economy continues
to take a turn and we begin to see real signs
of a recession?
If you answered no… then meet Dan Ferris.
Dan has been an investor for over 30 years
and an analyst with paying customers for 22
years!
There’s so much happening in the financial
markets, so Dan decided to host the Investor
Hour podcast… inviting both famous and
niche market guests to his show.
Sign up for Dan Ferris’ Investor Hour and
you’ll receive an email with the name and
ticker symbol Dan says is “recession proof.”

LISTENER FEEDBACK:
JOSH C. SAYS:
“Empowering, insightful and
actionable! Whether you’re
well established as someone
innovating in the world of
banking and finance, or just
getting started as an investor
- this is a must-listen podcast
for you! Highly recommend
listening and subscribing!”
RYAN S. SAYS:
“This is one of the best podcasts
you will find. Not just on finance
but world events. Just listen and
the education and insight you
get is priceless.”
D.S. SAYS:
“There are many gems of info
tucked away and some great
tips on stocks, ways to avoid
misfortune. Some of the guests
are unique and offer superb
insight into investing. Dan Ferris
has picked some terrific values.
Worth a listen.”

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

A
Questionable
Pandemic
P.J. HAS JUST AS MANY QUESTIONS AS
A KID IN QUARANTINE HOMESCHOOL



There’s only one story in the news, and I’m not going to report on it...
Like most journalists, I was the kind of liberal arts major who barely managed to get a
C in Music Appreciation – or, as we called it, “Clapping for Credit.” I couldn’t have gotten
into med school. I couldn’t have gotten into a veterinary school for goldfish. (“Flush
twice and call me in the morning.”)

CLICK

HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION

Therefore, to me, the questionable thing about this pandemic is whether the
journalists covering it have the type of expertise necessary to explain and analyze the
effects of COVID-19.

American Consequences
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
We have people who do have that type of
expertise writing in this issue of American
Consequences. I’m not one of them.
The last thing the world needs is more
pundits who don’t know what they’re talking
about.
To be completely frank – speaking strictly
between you readers and myself – I sometimes
even wonder if the world needs more pundits
who do know what they’re talking about.
No offense meant to the knowledgeable, but
everything they know scares the dickens out
of me. I guess this fear serves a useful purpose
in making me cautious about contagion.
(Although, when my “fight or flight” emotion
is triggered, I have to be sure to pick the
“flight” option. Punching someone in the
snoot violates social-distancing guidelines.)
Who am I going to punch, anyway?

I’m certainly not going to fly to Wuhan,
China and Uber to the wet market and take a
swing at the bat meat vendor.
Journalists are supposed to provide answers.
But all I’ve got are questions, such as the one
above... and...
Isn’t somebody supposed to be in
charge?

Our elected leaders are acting like the
pandemic is a bad children’s game where
they’re all blindfolded and swinging sticks –
except they’re clobbering one another instead
of the virus piñata. (And, viewed under the
microscope, the coronavirus does look like it
would be a swell papier-mâché target full of...
lethal pathogens. Let’s skip this fiesta.)
8
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To be completely frank –
speaking strictly between you
readers and myself –
I sometimes even wonder if
the world needs more pundits
who do know what they’re
talking about.

America has an extraordinary history of
leadership. Every time we’ve faced a great
crisis, our nation has produced the great
leader that we needed – the right person at
the right time. Often, that leader came from
relative or complete obscurity. A moderately
successful tobacco planter and former colonel
in the colonial militia, George Washington
became – almost by immaculate conception
– the father of our country. Backwoods lawyer
and lanky hick Abraham Lincoln won the Civil
War. And FDR, a crippled political dabbler, a
rich kid who got elected governor of New York
State by 1%, gave America hope in the Great
Depression and victory in WWII.
The coronavirus crisis is doubtlessly no
different. The great leader that we need is...
Who?... Where?... We haven’t got a clue.
This is because the great leader that we need
is under curfew and stay-at-home orders,
stuck in his house wearing a surgical mask,
watching Netflix, and squirting the remote
with Purell.
“Working from home” is not a viable option
for great leaders. If Washington had never
left the White House, Emanuel Leutze’s

famous painting, “Washington Crossing the
Delaware,” would be a picture of an empty
boat, and George would have been sitting
in an empty lot in the middle of nowhere
because the White House hadn’t been built
yet and neither had Washington, D.C.
Speaking of working from home...
Have you put a Post-It note over your
laptop camera?

If you haven’t, your boss is going to discover
that working from home is about as efficient
as bringing your children, your dog, your
refrigerator, your dirty laundry, and your liquor
cabinet with you into the office every day.
And by the way...
How many employees will bosses
lay off before bosses realize that it’s
employees who do all the work?

Maybe soon we’ll go to our local branch
of Chase Bank and find JPMorgan Chase
Chairman and CEO Jamie Dimon operating
the drive-thru window – because he’s the only
person left.

Your boss is going to discover
that working from home is
about as efficient as bringing
your children, your dog, your
refrigerator, your dirty laundry,
and your liquor cabinet with
you into the office every day.

Meanwhile, I’m all in favor of providing
economic relief to those who are unemployed
and broke because of the pandemic. In fact, I
think it’s a moral imperative, but...
Can we really print trillions of dollars
based on nothing but the “full faith and
credit” of the U.S. government and not
cause all hell to break loose?

Maybe the government is operating on the
theory that although prices will be sky-high,
we won’t mind because we’ll be paying those
prices with worthless money.
Meanwhile...
Is going to school online an effective
educational process?

I’ve got three kids who are now going to
school online. It’s still too soon to make an
informed judgment about how much they’re
learning... But at least my kids are able to
sleep through class in the comfort of their
own beds.
And, last question...
Has anyone noticed that socializing via
social media is a little... how to put this...
sterile?

Not that anyone wants to (or will ever again
dare to) go back to the days of Playboy
Mansion orgies, crash pad Wesson oil parties,
or frat house passion pits, but... with all due
respect to the #MeToo movement, cocktails
on Zoom are all Me, no Too.

American Consequences
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YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In
Just wanted to pass along a hearty thumbs
up to American Consequences. I would go to
the ends of the earth (or Piscataway, NJ, a
distinction without a difference) to read P. J.
O’Rourke. Very happy to get my P. J. fix each
month with the electronic arrival of your
magazine. – Curtice M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: A

far-reaching
compliment! And, Curtice, I would go to the
ends of the Earth for American Consequences
readers like you – although I might draw the
line at Piscataway, NJ. But it’s a moot point
these days since we’re all being told to stay
home with our families... which I have been
dutifully doing. (Don’t say anything to my
wife and kids, but Piscataway is starting to
look pretty good.)
Keep up the good work. I read the whole
magazine from cover to cover in one sitting.
It was really relevant. Thank you. – Mitch M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: You’re

welcome, Mitch.
Relevant is our aim. As somebody who has
been writing and editing for... honest to
gosh... 50 years, I think the key to relevance is
full identification with the readers. Too many
publications focus on doing what makes
the writers and editors look important and
feel good about themselves. That’s how the
New Yorker got so boring – and irrelevant.
(Although I do admit to liking their cartoons.)
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We don’t care about feeling good about
ourselves. Anybody can pat themselves on
their own back. (Well... to tell the truth, after
a half-century hunched over a typewriter and
keyboard keys, I do have trouble reaching that
far over my shoulder.) What we care about is
you feeling good about what you read.
P.J. has the clear view of what’s going on.
I love it. This virus scare is robbing folks of
their freedoms. New World Order – those
folks will take this incident and try to make
their goals stronger to “bring us together.”
Our politicians need desperately to
restore our freedoms to work, travel, open
schools, open the restaurants and bars,
entertainment venues. Give our freedoms
back. We may or may not get sick. It’s a
personal thing. The nanny state won’t allow
folks to do as they wish. Put decisions back
in individuals’ laps. – Patricia M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Well,

Patricia, despite
what I just said to Mitch, above, I’m not
sure you’re going to feel good about reading
what I’m about to say. I disagree with you.
Every medical, scientific, and epidemiological
expert to whom I’ve spoken (and I’ve spoken
to a bunch of them), thinks it’s necessary to
go into stay-at-home mode. Otherwise our
health care system will be so overloaded that
the gravely ill won’t be able to receive even
decent palliative care.
I wish I didn’t disagree with you because
I share your worries about our freedoms.
Government, by its nature, will use every

excuse to take freedoms away and make
every excuse to not give them back. When
all of this is over, we’ll have a big fight on
our hands to regain the liberties we’ve lost.
And, Patricia, I hope to be with you in the
forefront of that battle.
But in the meantime, I’m following the rules.
Although maybe this is just selfishness on my
part. I’m 72 years old, smoke cigars, drink
scotch, and my idea of exercise is getting up
at 3 a.m. to take a leak. It’s like this &*%$ing
virus has my name on it.
Hillary Clinton was wrong: Americans aren’t
clinging to their guns and Bibles in times
of this crisis. I’m clinging to P.J. O’Rourke’s
books and alcohol...
I remember Trump saying that drugs were
flooding into America cheaper than candy
bars. Well, not ONE illegal immigrant has
offered me pure uncut
ecstasy for a price cheaper
than a candy bar. I believe
the solution for America is
two things: Americans need
better guns and better
drugs. – D.J.A.

and drugs... Let’s hope it doesn’t come to
guns. (Not that I’m dropping the key to the
trigger lock on my 9mm down the sewer
grate.) And as for drugs, I used up my share
(and a lot of everybody else’s) in the ‘60s and
‘70s. To quote the old Dave Van Ronk folk
song “Cocaine Blues”...
Reached in my pocket, grabbed my poke
Note in my pocket says “No more coke”
I read your letter daily, thank you for the
information and pause in an otherwise
stress-related process. – Carl M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Glad

you’re enjoying
our letter Carl. And “stress-related process”
is a kind way of putting it re the current
situation. Plus, to make things even worse, no
sports on TV. I was reduced to betting on the
outcome of last year’s March Madness. Put
$50 on Texas Tech to beat Virginia.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: And,

in my case, better reading
material. I’m deeply flattered
and very grateful, D.J.A., that
you’re clinging to my books,
but I’ve read the darn things
already. I’m with you about the
alcohol though. I call it “inner
hand sanitizer.” As for the guns

CHECK OUT
OUR ONLINE
ARCHIVE OF
PAST ISSUES.

Re: The Pandemic
Nightmare Scenario
Hits NYC
Buck: The “experts” don’t know
enough about the coronavirus
and are guessing at fatality
rates, projected number of
infections, etc. Don’t forget
that the mayor and top
health officer for NYC told
its citizens to party on, while
other places went to shelter
in place. So, it is likely that most
other places will not be like
NYC. That’s two cents from this
“guesspert”. – Jeff T.
American Consequences
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Jeff, I certainly hope
you’re right about other places not being like
New York City. This place is getting hit much
worse than any other part of America.

Buck Sexton comment:

Given the way a crowd disease like
COVID-19 spreads, it’s no surprise to anyone
here how that could be the case. We are
densely packed together all the time on mass
transportation, in shops and restaurants, even
walking down the street. New York City is my
hometown – I love it – but it’s also the biggest
petri dish in America, and we are suffering the
consequences of that. Wyoming is going to have
a much easier time dealing with this pandemic.
Faith or fear... It’s a choice. It’s our turn in the
bucket and we are going to find out what
we are made of. The world is not ending, but
there are going to be changes made. I think
our priorities may return to a level of balance
that existed in the ‘50s. That would be a very
good thing! We each make a choice every
morning when we open our eyes. We will
either kill time or seize it that day. What will
you choose? Keep smiling and stay well! –
Richard E.

Richard, I agree with
you that the world is not ending. That’s
certainly good news. But what will America
look like when we finally get past this? The
speed with which our leadership has been
willing to nullify the Bill of Rights and put
trillions of dollars more onto our national
debt is stunning... and deeply concerning.
Anyone who knows history should be highly
skeptical of our government’s willingness to
rein itself in.

Buck Sexton comment:
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Re: The Gluttonous Feast
Behind the Curtain
The alleged $25K to “journalists” is
particularly nauseating! And the Fed gets
a $4 trillion slush fund and they are talking
about buying securities directly. Look at the
last 25 years in Japan and tell me how that is
working out!? – Bob M.

I have some
good news Bob – that figure was just what
one journalist organization asked for. They
ended up getting zip, as far as we can tell. The
bad news, of course, is that Fed has in no way
ruled out buying equities directly. What could
possibly go wrong?
Steven Longenecker comment:

No bailouts to companies that did share
buybacks. Will CEOs and directors become
the new targets for a French revolution-type
action by the people? – Evan C.

We certainly
hope not, Evan. There were well over 1
million people killed during the French
Revolution and the Revolutionary Wars over
the next decade. In the Terror, hundreds of
thousands were arrested and tens of thousands
were executed.
Steven Longenecker comment:

We have little interest in bailing out
companies with significant share
repurchases... But that’s because we have little
interest in giving bailouts to companies at all.
If a business can’t raise needed capital in the
market, why should the government give it
to them? Let them fail. But please, keep the
guillotines in the shed.

Nothing changes. Virus be dammed, the
thieves are getting ready to thrive at the
table of Uncle Sam. Everyone is looking at
how to best get what they can while the
big daddy is giving out goodies. No one will
care who is hurting, who is unemployed,
who is lacking food and medical care. Sad
but expected. The airlines want billions in
bailouts. I say let them go broke. – Stan B.

We agree
completely, Stan. Of course, we also suspect
that this bailout package is only the first of
several more to come. The trough is full of
slop. And the pigs are running.
Steven Longenecker comment:

Re: Liberal Christmas in
March
“With a horrific pandemic sweeping over the
nation... “ Surely, you were referring to the
current influenza epidemic in the USA. CDC
estimates 20,000 to 60,000 US deaths and
it’s like no one notices. I’m at a total loss.
– Mike R.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Mike, I take your point.

But it’s an eternal fact that fear of the new and
strange grips us harder than fear of the old
and familiar. One upside to the COVID-19
pandemic (and I’m damn glad there is an
upside) will be greatly increased research into
vaccinations and treatments for the entire
array of diseases caused by coronaviruses.
This is crazy, we are allowing ourselves to be
destroyed by a virus, markets have tumbled,
whole nations are in lockdown, and we’re
all hiding under the bed, what would our
forefathers think? I live in England, when
WW2 started thousands were killed and

cities bombed every night, but the next day
everybody went back to work or school. We
have to be the same now, take precautions,
wash your hands after you’ve been out, wear
masks – but carry on. Letting the economy
go to pot, firms closing down, people losing
jobs and savings, and eventually even homes,
because of a virus? This situation needs a
common-sense rethink and quick. – Allie F.

Allie, we
sympathize... But the horse has already bolted
from the barn. Blame whoever you like –
China for originating the virus, regulators
who screwed up the early testing, or panicked
politicians who don’t want to be blamed for
additional deaths. But as you said, in the
meantime... we carry on.
Steven Longenecker comment:

Re: How the ‘Second Wave’
Turns Into a Tsunami
I deeply appreciate and feel for your
brother and all first responders who are
unfortunately caught up in these shortages.
America was certainly not prepared for
the Spanish Flu and other epidemics but
citizens didn’t go around blaming current or
prior administrations. – Larry H.

Larry – thanks for
your message, and you draw an interesting
comparison. Indeed, the U.S. wasn’t prepared
for the Spanish Flu, the most relevant
comparable to the current pandemic. Then,
as now, misinformation, fake news and
outright lying by governments was a key factor
in the spread of the disease. According to an
excellent article in Smithsonian Magazine from
November 2017 about the Spanish Flu...

Kim Iskyan comment:

“What proved even more deadly [than
American Consequences
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World War I in that it required the services
of physicians, thus taking them away from
civilian hospitals] was the government
policy toward the truth... When the United
States entered the war, [President] Woodrow
Wilson... created the Committee on Public
Information, which was inspired by an
adviser who wrote, ‘Truth and falsehood are
arbitrary terms... The force of an idea lies in
its inspirational value. It matters very little if
it is true or false.’”
The Sedition Act, passed by Congress in
May 1918 at Wilson’s urging, made saying
anything bad about the U.S. government
punishable with prison time. The main aim
of that was to discourage any bad news about
World War I, and it had severe implications
for the spread of the flu. The article explains,
“Against this background, while influenza
bled into American life, public health officials,
determined to keep morale up, began to lie.”
Around 670,000 Americans died of the
Spanish Flu. Adjusted for population size,
that’s equivalent to about 2.1 million people
today. And the U.S. got off easy... a total of
20 million to 50 million people worldwide
died of the Spanish Flu. That would be
equivalent to somewhere between 86 million
to 215 million people dying... or, at the lower
end, the combined populations of California,
Florida, and Texas.
One of the key jobs of a government is, at
the most basic level, to protect its people.
Whether the current government in the U.S.
is failing as catastrophically as Woodrow
14
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Wilson’s in 1918 isn’t clear yet. And one of
the reasons for the epidemic policy failure in
was that it was illegal to say anything critical
about the U.S. government – which in turn
lied and obscured the truth.
Fortunately, it’s not illegal to tell the truth
today in the U.S. (yet, at least). And so I’ll
continue to criticize as I see fit. I don’t think
anyone wants 2.1 million Americans to die.
The poorly provisioned health care system
is a result of running it as a for-profit
enterprise... No wasted capital on inventory.
No excess bed capacity. Buy and close the
competing hospitals. – John Y.

John – as I wrote on
March 6, the American health care system is
uniquely designed to promote the spread of
COVID-19. You have to pay to get tested
– and for the 14% of the population has no
health insurance, and the many tens of millions
more who have lousy health insurance,
that’s a big reason to not get tested. (And,
meanwhile, potentially infect lots of other
people.) And if you test positive, treatment
(and hospitalization) could be financially
catastrophic – especially for those 49% of
Americans who live paycheck to paycheck.

Kim Iskyan comment:

However. I think free enterprise needs to be
the driver of health care. Market incentives
are the grease of efficiency.
Send us a message, question,
or criticism at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.

ADVERTORIAL

EXPOSED:

The REAL Reason Why the
Rich are Getting Wealthier
in America
-- While Everyone Else is Being Left Behind
Today, most Americans are
being left behind in a way
we’ve never--ever--seen
before.

Stansberry explains what politicians either don’t
understand or simply won’t tell you… and he
reveals the one investment he recommends
you make (it’s not a stock, bond, ETF, mutual
fund, or precious metals), to help make sure
you don’t fall behind.

Sure, the gap between the rich and everyone else
has always existed--but never on this level. And
never has it increased at this speed.

Porter is one of the most controversial figures
in America today—but he’s also one of the
smartest, most successful, and most generous
men you’ll ever meet.

AD #0

Every year, thousands of people in our country
are ascending into millionaire status. On
the other side, surveys show nearly 60% of
Americans don’t even have $1,000 in savings.
That’s why, for the first time ever, Porter
Stansberry (an ultra-successful, multi-millionaire
businessman), has gone on camera to explain the
REAL reason for America’s huge and growing
wealth gap.
As Porter explains, we don’t need socialism
in America. We need a better understanding of
how this new economy works.
And if you want to truly understand the REAL
reason why the rich are getting richer… and
the most important step you can take, to be
on the right side of this trend, all you have to
do is watch the first 10 minutes of Stansberry’s
remarkable new video, filmed in his corner office.

I guarantee you’ve never heard these ideas
discussed in quite this way before.
Just watch the first 10 minutes of Stansberry’s
new video. You will think about what is
happening in America in a completely different
way.
And you could even have the chance to make
money, if you follow his recommendations.

You can watch Stansberry’s new
video, filmed at our firms’
headquarters, for free here:

Start Watching

X

THE GREAT
CESSATION
HOW DOES CAPITALISM END?
By Todd G. Buchholz
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Socialism is looking less ugly these days.
It used to conjure up images of bushy Karl Marx with spittle in his beard, or a
hairless Nikita Khrushchev locking a monkey in a satellite, promising “we will bury
you,” and then yelling at a U.N. podium while banging his size 6 Soviet shoe.

Today the word “socialist” recalls not a
ghoul... but a codger like Bernie Sanders or
his funnier incarnation, Larry David. Bernie
looks like he drives around the country in a
beat-up Dodge Rambler and leaves his leftturn signal blinking the whole way across
Route 66. We now live in an era where an
avowed socialist came close to grabbing a
major party’s nomination.
In contrast, it’s been a tough century for
capitalism.
Investors have absorbed successive hammer
and sickle blows to the head, the gut, and the
portfolio: First, the Tech Wreck of 2000...
second, the 9/11 attacks... third, the Great
Recession... and now the coronavirus crisis.
That brings today’s slump, which I call the
“Great Cessation.”
With borders slammed shut, tariffs marring
trade, and a budget deficit rivaling World
War II’s, is it time to throw in the towel

on capitalism? Many millennials and their
younger siblings think so. A YouGov poll
showed that 70% of American millennials are
“somewhat or extremely likely” to vote for
a socialist. Though Sanders, at 78 years old,
may soon head off to a retirement village or to
one of his homes to settle down, his followers
will not.
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Rather than apologizing for KGB spies
in the Soviet Union or Stasi thugs in East
Berlin, American socialists blithely cite
gentle Sweden. They disregard that Sweden
now embraces free enterprise. It swerved
back from the welfare state to avoid national
bankruptcy in the 1990s. The Cato Institute’s
Human Freedom Index now gives Sweden a
slightly higher score than the U.S. Though
Sweden’s personal income tax rates exceed
U.S. rates, how many American socialists
know that in 2004 the Swedish parliament
voted unanimously to drop the estate tax to
zero? The billionaire founder of Ikea, who had
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decamped to Switzerland in the 1970s, moved
back home. Do American socialists know that
Sweden’s corporate tax rate was lower than the
U.S. rate for 25 years until Donald Trump
came to Washington and slashed U.S. levels
all the way down to the same low 21% rate as
Sweden?

We are confronting a
backlash against capitalism
because of its success, not
because of its failure.
Some might argue that we should dump
capitalism because all has gone wrong. It’s not
difficult to wave around depressing statistics...
Even before the coronavirus hit the U.S.,
the Federal Reserve reported that 40% of
American families did not have $400 in
the bank to use in case of emergency. Their
“break the glass” moment has arrived, and
some cupboards are bare. Every politician
has memorized a talking point about $1.6
trillion in student debt, not to mention
Medicare liabilities of $37 trillion, even before
“Medicare for All” comes before Congress.
Meanwhile, mega-rich media mogul David
Geffen takes a selfie of his own gleaming
yacht at sunset and posts it online, along with
a note assuring us that we can stop worrying
whether he has a safe place to sleep during the
virus outbreak. Now we know why he named
his first company Asylum Records. Such
impolite and impolitic missives make it tough
to defend capitalism for those of us who don’t
have Barbra Streisand on speed dial.
Some of the dire statistics are rebuttable,
and there is plenty of good news, too. Until
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the Great Cessation, the jobless rate was
the lowest in 50 years and a record-low for
Black and Hispanic workers. Average hourly
wages were climbing at a 3% pace, and lower
income wages were growing faster than wages
near the top. In historical terms, average
family homes are nearly twice as large as they
were back when the Brady Bunch shared a
shag-carpeted split-level in the 1970s. Since
the late 1950s, when Leave it to Beaver aired,
life expectancy has jumped 10 years (despite
a recent opioid-induced setback). Back in
the Beaver days, it took a median laborer two
weeks to afford a new refrigerator. Today, a
median worker can walk into Walmart or
Home Depot and buy a refrigerator after
about two and half days of labor.
So why is capitalism backpedaling like a
skinny-legged fighter scared of Mike Tyson
before he got the Maori tattoo on his face and
made a cameo appearance with a doped-up
tiger in The Hangover? I would argue that it’s
not about debt statistics or the actual financial
impact of popped bubbles in tech and real
estate. If it were, the rage against capitalism
would have subsided as the job market roared
ahead. Instead, we don’t see much correlation
between jobs and the ardor to dump hardcore
capitalism in favor of something that
promises to be cuddlier and less competitive.
We are confronting a backlash against
capitalism because of its success, not because of
its failure.
Though I wish I could say I am the only
one to have thought of this, I will call on
three disparate deponents, the first of them a
surprise witness...
Karl Marx himself wrote that socialism

could not legitimately arrive until after
capitalism triggered unimagined wealth.
That’s why Marx did not think Russia was
a good candidate for socialism (at least
he got something right). Instead, he saw
socialism springing up in industrialized
England and France. Marx was repulsed
by unscientific romantics who depicted
capitalism as a wicked accident contrived by
evil men. Marx composed some of the most
eloquent paeans to the capitalist, since he
thought that capitalism liberated man from
even worse conditions. Marx’s Communist
Manifesto had no time for fuzzy-headed
nostalgia mongers: “The bourgeoisie, by
the rapid improvement of all instruments
of production, by the immensely facilitated
means of communication, draws all nations,
even the most barbarian, into civilization.”
Marx would have hated the Green Party and
dreamed of its members choking on their
Tofurky. “Capitalism,” he wrote, “rescued a
considerable part of the population from the
idiocy of rural life.” He would have sent “back
to nature” advocates to their history books to
learn how terrible preindustrial life was.
In the mid-20th century, arch-rival
economists Joseph Schumpeter and John
Maynard Keynes pondered the future of
capitalism and came to a similar conclusion:
It would perish down because it would
first flourish. Keynes wrote a graceful essay
called “Economic Possibilities for our
Grandchildren,” in which he posited that
capitalism might conquer the problem of
scarcity, bringing endless supplies of energy
and boundless bounties of food. If everyone
got a Chevy, a Barcalounger, three meals
a day, and an ice cream sundae topped

with Reddi-wip and a corn-syrup-infused
maraschino cherry, why would we bother to
press on with the rat race? Clearly, Keynes
wrote this in an era when suburban American
families felt they “made it” if they could walk
on wall-to-wall carpeting and beat the scourge
of “ring around the collar.” He did not seem
to realize, as Adam Smith did in 1776, that
humans have a natural tendency to continue
improving their lives. Wall-to-wall carpeting
begets Formica, which begets granite
counters, and then a 57,000-BTU Viking
stove perfectly suited for professional chefs
and for amateurs who like brûlée-ing their
own crème and the alluring look of singed
eyebrows.

Keynes did worry that with
cupboards full and new
cars shined we would
get bored. And it’s true
that today’s retirees often
complain of tedium.
Keynes did worry that with cupboards full
and new cars shined we would get bored. And
it’s true that today’s retirees often complain
of tedium. What if the whole world retired?
How many Paul McCartney and Mick Jagger
“final tours” would it take to entertain an
entirely pensioned population? Existential
angst might pervade a sated world. Often joy
comes in striving for goals... not achieving
them. In a book called Rush: Why We Thrive
in the Rat Race, I showed that people who
retire early often get stupid and sad.
To Joseph Schumpeter, the greatest threat
came not from financial factors such as falling
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profits... but from young college graduates
equipped with BA degrees in Human Rights
(with a minor in Disappointed Peoples) who
end up driving taxi cabs, even though they
never learned to parallel park. Schumpeter
foresaw today’s social justice warriors
protesting income inequality and pollution
and then turning to socialism, which
promises material welfare and moral support
for those yearning for justice on this earth. In
his famous query, Schumpeter asked, “Can
capitalism survive? No. I do not think it can.”
During the late 1960s, as long hair, bongo
drums, Leonard Bernstein’s Black Panther
soiree, and drug use spread, Schumpeter’s
predictions seemed to be coming true. Third
world nations, newly liberated from Europe,
turned to socialism. But with the fall of the
Berlin Wall in 1989, it seemed that socialism
was a hoary, old tale for ‘60s nostalgics, who
adorned themselves in Mao jackets made
from hemp and regret.

Among many intellectuals,
capitalism’s the new original
sin. Just as the Bible tells
us that original sin expels
human beings from Eden,
capitalism becomes the new
sin that prevents us from
returning to Eden.
Among many intellectuals, capitalism’s the
new original sin. Just as the Bible tells us that
original sin expels human beings from Eden,
capitalism becomes the new sin that prevents
us from returning to Eden. If we could just
expunge the drive to compete and the desire
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to acquire, we could finally claw our way back
to that noble, leafy, and peaceful place we left
behind in Genesis, where we never wanted
anything, let alone tried to get it. I call such
believers Edenists. (Even atheists can adopt an
Edenist mindset).
When socialists, like progressives, get honest,
they admit they do not really want to generate
more prosperity. They are done with that.
Instead, they prefer that the economy be
given a time-out – the economic equivalent
of Xanax. Shut down capitalism and perhaps
replace it with an old-styled kibbutz for
330 million people. Why? To prevent envy
and to drain us of our competitive juices.
They believe that competition is cancerous,
eating away at our souls and our chances
for happiness. If we could just stomp out
competition, we could achieve self-realization
and bliss. Rather than allowing the New York
Stock Exchange to operate, they would rather
we dress up like druids and prance around the
rocks of Stonehenge in hopes that it would
help us pay our mortgage bills. (Yes, such
tours are available.)
I admit that now is not a popular time to
speak up for free markets and competition.
I understand the rage in western countries
against the failings of modern life, especially
following the financial catastrophes of 2008
to 2009 and the wild market rides spurred by
the Great Cessation. Didn’t hypercompetitive
bankers lead to the ruin of Lehman Brothers
and Bear Stearns? Didn’t super competitive
brokers baying for bucks in trading rooms
nearly bankrupt the world? Didn’t reckless
oil drillers lead to a devastating spill in 2010?
So why not join the globalization protestors

and hurl rocks into plate glass windows at
Starbucks?
No doubt, amid the periodic financial
wreckage, we all feel cheated by the crooked
CEO, the mortgage broker moron, or the
short seller who sneaks falsities into the
market. And we feel a natural yearning to
go back to simpler times, to some Eden
that exists in our Jungian memory. Maybe
throwing rocks will remind us of how happy
we were during the Stone Age.
But singing “Kum Ba Yah” does not work.
Sitting around a metaphoric campfire,
holding hands, and singing communal songs
does not make human beings happy. Sweaty,
yes. Sooty, perhaps... but not happy.
More tourists have trampled on Thoreau’s
Walden Pond snapping photos than have
seriously considered giving up their cell
phones to pick berries. We are delighted
to try pomegranate juice – in the hope of
finding the secret to clear skin and lower
blood pressure – but virtually no American
will plant his own bush and give up streaming
video or even accept a slower download
speed on WiFi. We may embrace symbols of
a more homemade life, but these are tokens
of wishful thinking... not titanic changes of
substance.
So why don’t we just call a truce, an end to
consumerism, materialism, and struggling for
more? The problem is you cannot chop off
our drive to compete without expelling the
good things in life that will come from it.
At what point in time in the past should
people have declared, “Stop! Enough progress.

Let’s keep things simple?” Would 1 B.C. have
been a good time to hit “pause?” Or July 3,
1776? Or on the eve of the 1964 Civil Rights
vote? It’s a good thing Teddy Roosevelt did
not lock us into the standard of living of
1904, or we would never fly on airplanes, get
a polio vaccine, or expect to live past age 50.
Nor would we have seen the grace of Fred and
Ginger’s waltz, the magic of Michael Jordan’s
last shot at the buzzer, or that moment when
Luciano Pavarotti unsheathes a titaniumtipped high B and sings “Vincerò!” (“I will
win”) in Nessun Dorma.
With all due respect to medicine men, who
sometimes come across herbal tonics, it was
daring science in modern laboratories and not
the jungle that produced Jonas Salk. Grants
from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
helped, too. The coronavirus will be licked in
a similar way.
Without the free markets of the 20th century,
we’d still be, as Milton Berle said, “watching
television by candlelight.” We cannot know
what we will miss if we halt our climb toward
greater affluence. Now is not the time to stop.
Todd G. Buchholz has served as White
House director of economic policy and
managing director of the legendary
Tiger hedge fund. He was awarded the
annual teaching prize in economics
at Harvard, was named one of the “21
Top Speakers for the 21st Century”
by Successful Meetings magazine,
and is the author of numerous books,
most recently, The Price of Prosperity
(HarperCollins). Follow him on Twitter at
@econTodd.
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By Porter Stansberry

Recently, an old friend said, “Porter, I’m almost afraid to ask... but what do you
think about all of this madness, about the government telling everyone they
have to sit in their houses? How long do you think this can go on?”
What do I think? You probably won’t like it...

We are going through the greatest mass
delusion in history. Never in my life have
I ever been more ashamed of our elected
officials. And never in my wildest dreams did
I think our entire country would fall for such
complete nonsense on such an enormous scale.
I’ll show you why virtually everything we’ve
done so far has made the impact of this virus
worse than it would have been if we had done
nothing at all. And I’ll also show you how
simple doing the right thing could have (and
should have) been. I can also predict what will
(eventually) happen next – the only steps that
can actually protect those most at risk from
this virus.
But before I get to the facts that inform my
view... I would like to review how completely
inane and idiotic our political leaders have
become in the midst of this health problem.
My favorite example so far? The thousands
of outdoor recreational activities that have
been closed or forbidden – including those
that involve individual pursuits, like surfing.
And what did CBS News publish as a
headline above the story documenting a surfer
being chased down by patrol boats? It read:

“Scientist Says Beaches Are Dangerous
Right Now.”
How does anyone read this stuff and not laugh
out loud? It’s impossible to watch the video
of a surfer being chased down by patrol boats
in the name of public health and not think
something has gone terribly wrong in America.
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But what’s the root of the problem today?
What’s the foundation of all of these bad ideas?
At the heart of every mass delusion, there’s
a “big lie.” The big lie is a falsehood so
outrageous and so obviously wrong, in
retrospect people can hardly believe that
anyone took it seriously.
The most famous example of the “big lie”
is the Salem Witch Trials, where four bored
teenage girls convinced their pastor they
were possessed by the devil and that dozens

Never in my wildest
dreams did I think our
entire country would
fall for such complete
nonsense on such an
enormous scale.
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of people in their community were agents
of Satan. The pastor, in turn, convinced
most of Massachusetts that the colony was
inundated with witches. Even though it’s
hard to imagine today, some 200 people were
arrested over the next year. One poor man,
Giles Corey, was crushed to death under a
pile of giant rocks because he wouldn’t confess
to being a witch. And what happened to those
who did confess? They were forced to name
more witches. Then they were hanged. Before
anyone came to their senses, 30 people were
put to death.

The big lie is a falsehood
so outrageous and so
obviously wrong, in
retrospect people can
hardly believe that anyone
took it seriously.

We “modern” Americans look back at these
events and wonder how anyone could have
taken seriously a bunch of teenagers prattling
on about witches and devils. But don’t be
too proud... A court in Arkansas sent three
teenage boys to prison in 1994 for murders
they couldn’t have possibly committed,
mostly because the jury firmly believed they
were devil worshippers and thought they’d
used black magic to pull off the crime.
And with COVID-19, Americans have
become just as irrational as those Salem witch
hunters or that Arkansas jury.
What’s the big lie today?
The big lie today is that “we” are all in
“this” together.
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It’s utter nonsense. “We” – the people of the
world, the people of our country, of my state,
of this city (Baltimore), and even the people
in my neighborhood – do not share the same
values, ideals, or circumstances. We do not
have anything like the same immune systems
or face the same risks of this virus.
While it might sound friendly to say “we’re
all in this together” – the reality is that we are
not. And enforcing policies that treat all of us
the same is the very worst approach we could
take to dealing with this health crisis.
Some of us are at much greater risk of serious
harm by this virus. Some of us are much
more susceptible to infection. Some of us own
businesses or work for companies that haven’t
been impacted at all. Others have seen their
livelihoods, their careers, or even their life
savings wiped out.
We are NOT in this together. As with
everything else in our lives, our abilities and
our priorities and the risks we’re willing to
take all differ. We are individuals – not a
monolithic polity. Saying “we’re all in this
together” sounds like Mao’s China, where
people abandoned the cities to die from
starvation on communal farms. It seems like a
disaster in the making... because it is.
Rather than assessing our own risks and
our own priorities and then making our
own decisions, we have decided to allow
the government – really just a handful of
governors and the president – to make one
decision for all of us. And we’re told not
following the rules means we’re putting other
peoples’ lives in jeopardy.

It’s complete and utter nonsense. What’s
putting all of us in jeopardy is the idea that
Washington D.C. knows best and we could
follow directions – because “we’re all in this
together.”
Adolf Hitler in his book Mein Kampf
explained why such “big lies” are at the
foundation of all tyranny. If you want to
understand how despots operate, you should
consider how one of the worst in history
manipulated large groups of people...
“In the big lie there is always a certain
force of credibility; because the broad
masses of a nation are always more easily
corrupted in the deeper strata of their
emotional nature than consciously or
voluntarily; and thus in the primitive
simplicity of their minds they more
readily fall victims to the big lie than the
small lie...”
Not only are “we” not in “this” together, we
shouldn’t strive to be either.
The strength and resilience of a free society
is NOT based on the idea that we are all the
same or should share the same goals – but
upon precisely the opposite.
A free society recognizes a fundamental truth
of nature: We are not the same. We do not
have the same strengths, the same ideas, the
same histories, or the same goals. There’s no
such thing as “The Public Good.” There’s
a myriad of competing interests, as Adam
Smith explained in The Wealth of Nations
more than 200 years ago.
What we do share, however, is a common
philosophy that champions the rights of

the individual and limits the power of the
State. We do not exist to serve the State.
The State exists to serve us. That distinction
lies at the very heart of what it means to be
an American, and I think our leaders have
completely forgotten this fact.
Why is this idea so important, not merely
for philosophical reasons, but for the best
possible outcomes? Why do free societies
produce so much more wealth and happiness
than countries led by tyrannical governments?
America has proven, again and again, that the
“spontaneous order” of free people and free
markets evolve far superior solutions to every
human need and want. If you want to botch
something up, just ask the government to take
over. If you want efficient solutions that work,
allow people to compete in a free market.

What's putting all of us in
jeopardy is the idea that
Washington D.C. knows
best and we could follow
directions – because "we're
all in this together."
That’s why America has long led the world in
the creation of wealth and innovation. That’s
why we produce the highest-quality creative
art, entertainment, design, and technology.
But... what about when we fail?
Look back at all of our country’s biggest
blunders and you won’t find freedom or free
markets. You’ll find a government that has far
overstepped its constitutional limits.
It happens every single time: When we allow
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our liberty to be taken from us in the name of
a political theory, disaster will follow. Consider
the Vietnam War, for example. Did Congress
declare war as the Constitution requires? Nope.
Instead, the country was sold on yet another
“big lie”... And it was a whopper. We were
told that propping up a corrupt dictatorship
in a tiny Asian nation was the key to stopping
communism from spreading around the
world. Meanwhile, without our involvement
in that country’s internal politics, no one in
America would have ever known who Ho Chi
Minh was... or cared.

If tens of millions of people
already have the virus,
you're not going to stop
it by making people stay
in their homes...
It's already too late.

And ironically, all we had to do to stop the
spread of communism was simply leave
it alone. Empty grocery store shelves and
hopeless lives were the only bane needed
to wipe out that stain virtually everywhere.
Yes, some folks still seem determined to
adopt those ideas and destroy their societies
(Venezuela), but we seem to have finally wised
up to the fact that the only thing we have to
do to make sure it fails is simply wait a decade
or two. It’s certainly nothing worth sending
our kids to die over.
And today... Should we all sit in our home
prisons, with our freedom to work, to
associate, and to speak taken away from us –
all to universally support “flattening” a curve,
because “we” are all in “this” together?
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Or is this the public health service’s Vietnam?
I have a prediction for you... By the time this
virus is thoroughly understood, what will
become extremely clear is that these shutdown
orders did virtually nothing to stop the spread
of the disease or to reduce its lethality in the
population.
Why do I believe that? Because it’s apparent
already that at least 5 times more people have
been infected than are reflected in the number
of “confirmed cases”... and the real number
may be much, much greater than that.
In a town in Germany, one of the only places
where a reliable statistical sampling has been
done, 14% of the population has antibodies
for the virus, which means they have already
been infected. Germany has a population of
83 million... so that’s more than 10 million
people who have potentially already had this
virus. And that’s only in one country.
Germany has also tested twice as many people
per capita as we have, so they know far more
about the actual spread of the virus and its
real lethality.
So, how dangerous is this virus?
The official confirmed infected count in
Germany is only 135,000. And almost 4,000
Germans have died because of this virus.
That’s a 3% “case rate” mortality – that is, out
of the population that has been proven to be
infected, about 3% have died. That sounds
really bad and scary. After all, the average
annual flu has a mortality rate of between
0.1% and 0.2%, depending on the year. So,
for example, in 2015 to 2016, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

estimates that 30 million people got the flu
and around 60,000 people died, or 0.2%.
But, wait... we know for sure that far more
people have gotten this coronavirus than
have been tested for it. As I just noted, the
statistical sampling of antibodies in Germany
suggests a much, much lower lethality rate.
And the real mortality rate is probably
somewhere closer to the regular flu, as there
are going to be a lot more deaths to come
from people who are presently infected.

Knowing how many people are infected is
also critical to figuring out which policies are
needed to mitigate the impact of the disease
on the hospital system.
After all, if tens of millions of people already
have the virus, you’re not going to stop it by
making people stay in their homes... It’s already
too late. I strongly suspect that was the case
here. I suspect we will eventually learn that
this virus had been circulating undetected in
the U.S. since at least December.

So what do you want to bet that we
eventually figure out that the population-wide
mortality rate for this virus is about the same
as all of the other coronaviruses?

We have already seen that
the initial forecasts of more
than 2 million deaths are
complete nonsense.

But what if I’m wrong? I might be. Nobody
knows how widespread the virus is already in
the U.S. But since we don’t know for sure,
why in the world are we ordering everyone to
stay in their homes? Why don’t we find out
and then decide?

And what is certainly different about this virus,
as compared with the regular flu, is that when
it emerged, there was zero existing immunity
to it... which meant it spread like wildfire.

Knowing the real lethality of the virus (which
can only be calculated if you know how
many people are infected) informs us how
dangerous the virus is for most people.
We already know that this virus isn’t a
significant killer for people under the age of
50. Virtually no one without serious existing
conditions has died from this virus under the
age of 50.
And we also know from places that have
actual data that this coronavirus is no more
dangerous than the other viruses that we
know circulate around our country on a
regular basis every year.

But the good news is that super-contagious
viruses also burn out quicker because herd
immunity impacts the growth rate.
So... should we have shut down our entire
economy for a month in March, long after
the virus had spread to millions? No! What
we’re doing will not reduce the total infection
rate or the mortality rates of this virus. It’s far
too late for the strategy we’re using.
How do I know? The best evidence of how
widespread the virus has become comes
from studies of fecal matter in wastewater
treatment plants.
A group of researchers from Harvard, MIT,
the Brigham and Women’s Hospital, and
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medtech startup company Biobot Analytics
has published research submitting that
viral loads in the wastewater from an area
in Boston suggests at least 2,300 people in
the water treatment area are infected with
COVID-19, roughly five times more than the
official 446 confirmed cases. No one wants to
go to a hospital or a doctor’s office right now
unless they absolutely have to, so it makes
sense that the vast majority of these infections
go unreported.
And that’s not all we know about how fast
this virus spreads. Although nobody in
Washington, D.C. wants to mention it,
one group of people was thoroughly tested.
This group offers a striking example of what
happens when you lock people into their
homes after this virus has been circulating
amongst them.

We should have told
everyone else: Go about
your lives.
We know exactly how many people on the
Diamond Princess cruise ship were infected. We
know when the virus appeared on the boat. And
we know exactly how many people died.
There is no dispute about these facts,
whatsoever.
There were 3,711 people on the boat
(passengers and crew). We know that 712
people were infected, despite restricting
everyone to their cabins as soon as the
infection was discovered. That’s an infection
rate of almost 20% in a matter of days. This
is a very, very contagious virus. Keep in mind,
the lockdown on the boat began on February
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5, which was only four days after the first
case was discovered in Hong Kong. This virus
spreads like wildfire.
On the other hand, even in a population
that is much, much older than average and
that featured substantial population-wide
comorbidities like high blood pressure and
obesity, only 12 people died. That’s 1.7% of
the people who got infected. Yes, that’s much
worse than the average flu – but not if you
adjust for the age and relative health of the
population.
Researchers who have studied the cruise ship
outbreak in detail estimate that this virus
will have 0.5% lethality in the general U.S.
population – which is, again, comparable to
the regular annual flu.
We have already seen that the initial forecasts
of more than 2 million deaths are complete
nonsense. When the president ordered the
economy to shut down, he claimed that if
we didn’t take this step of cowering in our
homes, then millions would die. “People will
be dropping dead on the subway,” Trump
claimed, as though Ebola was on the loose.
All bullshit.
This virus is definitely dangerous to the old
and the sick. To everyone else, it’s going to be
a nonevent... just like any other flu season.
Here’s a prediction.
In a “bad year” for the flu, between 50,000
and 100,000 Americans die from the virus.
I’m willing to bet that by the end of this year,
roughly the same number of people will have
died from this virus. And I’m also willing to

bet that there’s zero difference in either the
total per capita number who become infected
and the mortality rate between our country
(which ordered a shutdown) and Sweden’s,
which has refused to order anyone to shut
down their business or stay in their homes.

That’s the best way to build the herd
immunity we need – allow everyone who can
manage the virus to get exposed. As quickly
as possible. After all, the sooner the herd
immunity we need develops naturally, the
safer we will all be.

If you accept that the virus had been
circulating in our population for months by
the time the lockdown orders arrived (which is
certainly the case) and if you know it’s highly
contagious, then ordering everyone into their
homes in mid-March was closing the barn
door when the horses were already long gone.

If the media hadn’t gotten hold of this story
and if our political leaders hadn’t panicked,
this year would have just been a really bad flu
season – nothing more.

What does work to control the spread of a
novel virus? Herd immunity. Humans have
immune systems. They work great, especially
in younger people. We can handle viruses.
What we should do is tell older and sicker
people to put on a mask. Wear rubber gloves.
Avoid crowds at all costs. Avoid hospitals.
Stay home whenever you can.
We should have told everyone else: Go about
your lives. Yes, we should also add that some
of you – probably about 20% – are going to
get this novel coronavirus this year. (Normally
about 9% of the population gets the flu
every year... so your chances of catching
COVID-19 this year are about double what
you’d normally face with the regular flu.) And
if you get it, it’s probably going to suck. But
the younger you are and the healthier you are,
the more likely it is that you won’t have any
symptoms at all. So, let’s not cancel school.
Let’s let the kids go and get exposed to this
virus when they are young, when they can
handle it, and when they can quickly develop
immunity.

If the media hadn't gotten
hold of this story and if
our political leaders hadn't
panicked, this year would
have just been a really bad
flu season – nothing more.
And whether you agree with me or not, one
thing is certain... Hiding in our homes will
not make us any safer – not for long. As
soon as we leave our isolation, the virus will
spread again. There’s no way to stop a virus
that’s this contagious and this widespread in a
population this large.
It will take at least a year to build a vaccine.
And until then, what we desperately need
is for people who aren’t at risk of dying to
expose themselves and build immunity.
And guess what... That’s exactly what’s going
to happen – eventually. The only question is
when. It can happen six months’ from now
if we want to cripple our economy and lose
$10 trillion to $20 trillion (plus all of our
liberties). Or it can happen in about six weeks
if we all just go back to work and deal with it
like adults.
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So what should we do? If you’re over 60 or
if you’re in poor health, by all means, do
everything you can to avoid catching the flu
this year. The hospital isn’t going to be able to
help you. You have to make sure you don’t
get sick!
But if you’re in good health, and especially if
you’re under 50, simply ignore everything and
live a normal life. It’s no big deal.
Interestingly, if we had respected people’s
civil liberties, that’s almost certainly what
would have happened. A lot of people would
have gotten sick at first because nobody
knew a new virus was circulating. But as
soon as people saw what was happening, the
old and the sick would have taken much
greater precautions. The rest of us would have
gotten exposed – probably about 20% of
the population in 60 to 90 days. And then it
would have burned out as immunity in the
population grew – just like the regular flu.

Can you imagine what our
founders would
say looking at us
cowering in our homes
like whipped dogs?
Meanwhile, there are tens of millions more
people who have far more to fear from the
economic consequences of these policies
than they have of the virus. And guess what?
There’s no way to develop immunity from
the State. This situation sets a precedent that
will surely be exploited for years to come. The
government’s getting used to ordering us all
around. It isn’t going to stop.
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Meanwhile, God gave us the ability to reason
– to judge for ourselves what risks to take
and which to avoid. God also gave all of us
the liberty to live our lives as we see fit. Our
leaders don’t have the right to make these
choices for us. When we let them, we doom
our country to the worst possible outcomes.
Just imagine what John Hancock, John
Henry, or Paul Revere would say to
themselves in our current situation. Do you
have any idea what our Founding Fathers
were up against? They took on the greatest
army in the world with little more than a
bunch of starving farmers. They had no
navy... against the greatest navy in the world.
They didn’t even have the support of all
Americans. And if they lost... they would all
been hanged for treason.
Why take on those terrible odds? For liberty...
to establish the greatest society the world had
ever seen – a grand experiment to find out
how much better our world could become
with civil rights for the common man and
free markets.
And what do you think these men would
say today, watching a governor ordering
millions of people to stay locked up in their
apartments while their businesses fail? Can
you imagine what our founders would say
looking at us cowering in our homes like
whipped dogs?
I guess we’ve all forgotten about Valley
Forge, where two-thirds of our soldiers died
because of the flu! Trust me, they didn’t have
ventilators either. But did George Washington
go home? Hell no.

If our country’s willingness to kowtow to
the most blatantly unconstitutional orders
in the history of our nation doesn’t bother
you because you still believe in the “common
good”... or because you buy into the big lie
that we’re all in this together... I think you
should be ashamed of yourself.
First, because you’re stupid to have any faith
at all in our leaders’ ability or willingness to
make good decisions. They don’t even know
how many people have the virus already and
they never bothered to find out!
They’ve completely ignored the Diamond
Princess cruise ship case study, the German
data, and the wastewater studies. They’re
doing the only thing they can with their very
limited understanding of this virus: Ordering
everyone to stay home. Meanwhile, plenty of
hard evidence shows why this strategy won’t
work and isn’t necessary.
But beyond all of the facts and the medicine...
there’s another reason I believe every
American ought to be ashamed of the way
our government has behaved. We’ve acted
just like the communists in China behaved –
ordering everyone around, telling them they
can’t travel, telling them they can’t work.
That ain’t what we do here. By all means, if
you want to wear a mask, be my guest. And if
you are older or if you have health problems,
please, take sensible precautions. But those
decisions are rightfully yours to make...
We aren’t in this together. You have your health
and your priorities... And I’ve got mine.
I hope you’ll join me in calling out
anyone who supports these tyrannical and

unconstitutional new laws. I
believe every American should
willingly risk death before
surrendering an iota of his
liberty.
“Of all tyrannies, a
tyranny exercised for the
good of its victims may be
the most oppressive... those
who torment us for our
own good will torment us
without end, for they do
so with the approval of
their own conscience.” –
C. S. Lewis

This situation
sets a precedent
that will surely
be exploited for
years to come.
The government
is getting used
to ordering us
all around. It isn’t
going to stop.

Editor's note: We suspect we'll get plenty
of feedback from this essay. Tell us what
you think by writing to us here. And
please, share it on Facebook by clicking
here – love or hate Porter's conclusions,
his contrarian viewpoint is a must-read
in today's world of tyrannical lockdown
orders and government overreach.
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By Dr. David Eifrig

COVID-19 Debunked
THE REAL DANGER IS MISINFORMATION

One of the biggest killers during any health
crisis is a lack of clear communication.
Nothing puts that into clearer perspective
more than Walter’s story (name changed for
privacy). Walter recently started to have panic
attacks. The reason: He’d heard that cancer
patients were more likely to die from the
coronavirus/COVID-19. And the more he
read, the more fearful and stressed he became.
He was terrified. He had survived cancer, but
now he worried he might not survive this
pandemic.
What Walter heard wasn’t totally false... If
you’re currently on immunosuppressing
treatment for cancer, you’re at a much
higher risk for complications and death from
COVID-19. Some folks are now faced with
the incredibly difficult decision: Do I go
to the hospital for chemo and risk getting
the virus or stay home and miss my cancer
treatment?
But Walter was in remission. He panicked
because the news report failed to explain that
only folks currently in treatment were at high
risk. At more than five years in remission,
Walter was likely just fine (especially since he’s
under 60 and in good health otherwise).

That kind of failure to communicate drives
me nuts. Walter’s panic attacks could have
spiraled to chest pains, which would have
required medical care (taxing our already
stressed medical facilities). Stress also lowers
the immune system, which would leave
Walter more vulnerable to infection, too.
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Worse, feeling panicked and stressed over
something we can’t control means we’re more
likely to search out information to comfort
us. Even latching on to ridiculous “at home”
tests – like holding your breath for 10 seconds
– is a way for us to try and bring a sense of
control to our lives. (This is not a test for
COVID-19, so don’t do it.)
During this time of crisis, we tend to tune
in to news sources and forget to view them
critically.
Please, follow reputable sources. Limit your
news time to reduce your anxiety. And if you
see anything that relates to your own health
situation, please call or message your doctor.
Here are some of the rumors we’ve seen
recently... debunked and dispelled.
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THE TOP
CORONAVIRUS
QUESTIONS

COVID-19 Debunked

... ANSWERED

I heard ibuprofen will make COVID-19
worse – should I stop taking it?

We’ve heard a number of reports that
ibuprofen and other nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (“NSAIDs”) could make
the coronavirus worse. Unfortunately, we’re
in a time where the virus and infections move
more rapidly than sound scientific research.
The short answer is that we just don’t
know. If you have a fever or other pains
that you want to take ibuprofen for, try to
take acetaminophen (like Tylenol) instead.
This still reduces fever but won’t help with
inflammation. It could be an overabundance
of caution, but this is a time to be overly
cautious.
If you’re on ibuprofen or another NSAID
(like aspirin or Celebrex) under doctor’s

The real answer here is
don’t stop taking your heart
medications... If your doctor
tells you to stop, then do so.
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orders, continue taking it. If you’re exposed to
the virus and want to know if you can switch
to another medication, get confirmation from
your doctor first.
We’ve heard similar rumors about
angiotensin-converting enzyme (“ACE”)
inhibitors. These are common medications
for folks with heart disease. A few reports
from China claim that the virus gets into
cells by attaching to ACE2 receptors. ACE2
is an enzyme that’s critical for maintaining
blood pressure. ACE inhibitors make the
heart increase how much ACE2 it has. So
theoretically, taking these heart meds might
increase your risk of having severe cases of
COVID-19.
Note that word: theoretically. We still don’t
have any proof or studies to back this up.
Additionally, we’ve seen experimental models
that show these same heart meds actually
protect against other types of lung infections.
The real answer here is don’t stop taking your
heart medications. A joint statement from
the American Heart Association, the Heart

Failure Society of America, and the American
College of Cardiology last week urged folks
to keep taking medicines as directed. If your
doctor tells you to stop, then do so.
Should I only use antibacterial soap?

Longtime readers know of my hatred for
antibacterial soap. That’s because these soaps
lead to the development of superbugs – drugresistant bacteria.
Soap of any kind will kill the coronavirus.
That’s because soap naturally breaks down
lipids (oils), including the lipid membrane
that surrounds the virus. Using soap and
washing your hands for 20 seconds means
you’re physically killing any virus particles.
Will it disappear by summer?

With any luck, this virus will behave like a
few other viruses and contagiousness will
diminish in warmer weather. But keep in
mind: This is still a guess.

because the weather warms up.
Why did you recommend ordering food
– won’t it carry the virus?

Ordering delivery food won’t get you sick.
There’s no study yet on how long the virus could
live on surfaces like plastic bags or even food.
For best practice, only order from places you
know well. And don’t be shy – feel free to
ask the folks there how they are protecting
themselves and the food from the virus. They
should have precautions in place, like gloves and
making any workers who feel ill stay home.

Ordering delivery food won’t
get you sick. There’s no study
yet on how long the virus
could live on surfaces like
plastic bags or even food.

COVID-19 is still a new virus and we’re
not entirely sure which (if any) of the
other coronaviruses it will act like. Some
are quick to point out that SARS died out
once summer came... But the reality is that
SARS died out because of quick quarantine
measures.
Another point that Marc Lipsitch, director of
Harvard’s Center for Communicable Disease
Dynamics, makes is this: When a virus is new,
it will spread even “out of season” because no
one has immunity yet. He says this is typical
with flu pandemics as well. So we can hope
for lessened transmission, but we’re foolish
to think we can drop our precautions simply

In fact, many small businesses will face many
losses during this crisis. Supporting your
favorite ones could make all the difference.
I’ve already seen three restaurants in New
York close for good because they lost too
much money.
Is it true drinking constantly will keep
the virus from sticking to your throat?

This is complete nonsense. The only thing we
can say is that staying hydrated will help your
immune system. That’s because hydration
helps replenish your mucus membranes in
your nose. But it’s really just a first line of
defense. Drinking water to “wash down” any
virus particles in your throat is ridiculous.
In a similar vein, drinking hot water or taking
hot baths will not kill the virus either.
American Consequences
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If coronavirus is so easily transmitted
should we be worried about our
paper money, coins, and checks being
infected?

COVID-19 Debunked

A recent study found that the virus lives for
24 hours on cardboard and 72 hours on
plastic and stainless steel. This came from a
branch of the National Institutes of Health in
Montana.
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That doesn’t really help for things like paper
or clothes. Another study from the Journal
of Hospital Infection compiled everything
we know about how another coronavirus –
SARS – behaves. The study found disparity
in results when it came to surfaces like paper
– one SARS strain only survived three hours
but another was four days. So again, we just
don’t know.
We recommend using caution. Wear gloves
when handling money and always wash your
hands after handling any kind of currency.
And we recommend this year-round – money
can hold tons of germs given how often it’s
exchanged. It’s a hotbed of germs, so just make
it a good practice to always wash up after
handling. Advise your family to do the same.
Can pets contract coronavirus from
their owners... and vice versa?

Great news – pets can’t contract COVID-19.
It did jump from an animal species to
humans, but it can’t live in other animals
that we know of. So don’t worry about Fido
getting you sick – spend time with your pets.
It’ll help lower your stress and anxiety levels.
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THE BEST WAY
TO FIGHT
THIS PANDEMIC
While it’s tempting to watch TV all day and
keep up with the news cycle, too much of this
leads to feelings of depression, anxiety, and
even a sense of impending doom.
Psychotherapist Lori Gottlieb calls this
“unproductive anxiety.” In other words,
worrying for the sake of worrying. It’s easy to
worry too much about things that are out of
our control. You’ll wind up catastrophizing
(imagining the worst outcomes) and making
yourself sick.
The best way to combat this is to limit your
time watching, listening to, or reading the
news. Try just an hour a day or do a quick
check in the morning and again at night. That
goes for stock market news as well – set up
a reminder for your stops and quit worrying
over every move.
We spoke to a doctor of psychology at Ohio’s
Nationwide Hospital. She shared this phrase:
Social distancing does not equal emotional
distancing. In other words, you need to work
harder these days to maintain your social
network.
Socialization is our way to combat loneliness
and depression – both of which hit older
folks harder than others. I touched on this
last week, but I want to repeat it again: Make

Your

DIRECT
to
LINE
Wall Street
the effort to stay connected. If you’re stuck at
home, try some of these activities:
Call everyone. Check in on folks, but also sit and
chat. This is a good opportunity to catch up.
Make good use of text messaging, e-mails,
and other online messenger programs.
Try a video call. Skype, FaceTime, and
Facebook Messenger all have good options.
And I like to use WhatsApp to help me
connect across platforms.
Have a virtual dinner party – use the video
conference call option to sit and eat in your
respective houses with friends and family.
Watch a movie together. Netflix offers a Watch
Party feature that will sync your account with a
friend’s. It even offers a chat feature so you can
chat to each other as you watch. My researcher
uses this feature to have “TV night” with one
of her out-of-town friends.

Receive up-to-the-minute
news, market research, and
expert commentary that
typically costs $50,000
a year, and requires a
net worth of at least $1
million…100% FREE.
Market Commentary
Market Headlines
Top Headline Stories
Moving The Markets Today

Take care of yourselves and each other. These
hard times won’t last.
We’ve been keeping folks updated through
our Health & Wealth Bulletin, so let your
friends and family know they can sign up for
more COVID-19 and stock market coverage
right here.

FREE TO SIGN UP
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DON’T
COUNT ON U.S.
ELECTIONS
AS NORMAL


Everything is canceled...
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The school year, my Easter trip to the Maldives, primary elections in Maryland
and Kentucky, March Madness... within just a few weeks, COVID-19 has
canceled or postponed more events than a century’s worth of natural
disasters.
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By Kim Iskyan

In this time of chaos – featuring multitrilliondollar stimulus packages, daily death counts,
and makeshift hospitals in New York’s Central
Park – normalcy is gone.
And that’s true for the upcoming U.S.
presidential elections in November, too.
“Could the 2020 Election Be Postponed?”
asked a headline from the New York Times
on March 14. “Can Trump Use Coronavirus
to Delay 2020 Election?” asked think tank
Heritage Foundation. “How Donald Trump
Could Steal the Election,” explained an article
on Sunday in The Atlantic.
Maybe COVID-19 will be a fuzzy bad
memory by November, like ‘80s hairstyles and
wide ties. But that’s likely wishful thinking...
Already, there are hundreds of thousands
of cases in the U.S.. Entire public hospital
systems have emptied out to make space for
coronavirus patients. And the “second wave”
experience of Singapore and other countries
in Asia suggests that COVID-19 will be
widespread in the U.S. for months to come.
Even though toilet paper is a bigger talking
point than the primaries right now, politics
still matter. And you can bet that politicians
in both the Democrat and Republican parties
are looking to exploit COVID-19 for a
political advantage.
It’s clear that constitutionally – pandemic

or not – the U.S. president can’t fiddle
with presidential elections. As the
Heritage Foundation explains: “Under our
Constitution, the executive branch has no
authority whatsoever to delay, reschedule,
or otherwise change the federal election
in November.” Martial law or a state of
emergency couldn’t override that.
Only Congress could, in theory, name a
new date for elections. But Nancy Pelosi
and company in the Democratic-controlled
House of Representatives aren’t likely to let
anything stand in the way of (they hope) the
White House door hitting Donald Trump on
his way out.
So what other ways might politicians attempt
to do the hokey pokey with the American
presidential election...

Even though toilet paper
is a bigger talking point than
the primaries right now,
politics still matter.
The president is chosen not by the popular
vote, but by the Electoral College – made
up of 538 electors from the 50 states. Those
electors are assigned to the candidate that
won the state’s popular vote. So if a state has
23 electoral votes, the 23 electors from that
state are supposed to vote for the candidate
who wins the popular vote in that state.
American Consequences
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But there’s a Mack truck-sized loophole in
this that allows state legislatures to shortcircuit the system. Slate explains...
“It is perfectly constitutional for a state
legislature to scrap statewide elections for
president and appoint electors itself. It
would also be constitutional for a state
legislature to disregard the winner of the
statewide vote and assign electors to the
loser. And because the Constitution grants
legislatures the authority to pick electors
this way, Congress cannot stop them.”
Right now, the Republican party controls 28
of the 50 state legislatures and the Democratic
party controls 22. So could a few dozen state
legislatures – in either party – decide to ignore
the election results in their states and simply
assign their electors to either President Trump
or the Democratic nominee?
It would defy democracy in a brand-new and
breathtaking way – but again, these aren't
normal times.
In addition, coronavirus lockdowns, stay-athome measures, and quarantines could be
colored a shade of purple by politics. State
officials could issue a "shelter in place" order in
certain counties – the Republicans might do so
in urban areas of closely contested battleground
states... or the Democrats might do so in rural
areas, under the guise of public safety.
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Paper would be a logistical
nightmare, and the disaster
of leveraging technology
in the Iowa Democratic
primary doesn't bode well
for voting online.
Ohio until June. The court said no. So
DeWine – and the state's top election
official – ordered that polling places be
closed. And so, the primary didn't happen."
Going old-school by shifting to mail-in
paper ballots or high-tech with e-voting
would reduce the health risk of voters cycling
through polling stations. But paper would
be a logistical nightmare, and the disaster of
leveraging technology in the Iowa Democratic
primary doesn't bode well for voting online.
Both would create new risks, as detailed by
political risk consultancy Eurasia Group...
"If states turn to the mail, can it be done
securely, will it structurally favor one
side, and will that tempt one or both
candidates to undermine its credibility? If
the US goes to e-voting, nefarious actors
will see greater opportunity to disrupt the
process. Even without malign interference,
all it would take is a technical glitch to call
the results into question."

Sound unlikely? Well, it happened in Ohio
last month. CNN explains:

There are plenty of ways that self-interested
politicians might derail the U.S. presidential
elections later this year... if they happen at all.

"Gov. Mike DeWine asked the state's
Supreme Court on Monday [March 16]
to postpone Tuesday's primary election in

That's why the 2020 presidential elections
will be entirely not normal... and in line with
our times of chaos.
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The Wall Street legend who picked Apple in 2003—and Bitcoin
in 2016—shares his #1 pick for the 2020s…

“The Investment of The Decade”
Right now, there is a mad rush in corporate America. It involves Amazon.
Google. Microsoft. Facebook. And they're all betting on a new technology
the World Economic Forum projects will soar 295,762% over 7 years.
But it's not AI, the Internet of Things, or 5G…
Now playing for a limited time only. Press Play to Begin.

“A foundational technology, like the Internet and electricity.”
— Wall Street Journal

F E AT U R I N G …

Teeka Tiwari, America’s #1 Investor
➜ At age 16, moved to America with $150 to pursue Wall Street dream.
➜ At age 20, became youngest Vice President ever at Shearson Lehman.
➜ Became a millionaire at age 23.
➜ In 2010, retired as a successful hedge fund manager.
➜ In 2016, named editor of The Palm Beach Letter. #1 audited track record
with 154% per year average gain. That’s 10x better than the S&P 500.
And 5x better than investing legends Warren Buffett, Bill Gross, and
Carl Icahn… combined.

CORONAVIRUS
IS THE NEW
INNOVATOR
42
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By C. Scott Garliss

THE COVID-19 PORTFOLIO:
WHO PROFITS FROM OUR NEW PANDEMIC WORLD?
Our lives have been changed dramatically by the COVID-19 pandemic...
Experts predict it will take another 12 to 18 months before a viable treatment
will be ready for public use. Until then, "normal" is going to remain under stayat-home orders.

Here in the U.S., most states have issued
shelter-in-place proclamations. That means
unless your business has been deemed
“essential,” you’re supposed to avoid leaving
your homes as much as humanly possible.
As a result, some 90% of the population, or
about 300 million American citizens, are on
lockdown.
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fact they’re remote. That way, workplaces can
do everything in their power to keep people
in their jobs and revenue coming in the door.

We have a three-part investment thesis for
you to consider today...

2. Everyone else – whether they still have a
job or not – is avoiding one another. They’re
also avoiding spending money. Everything
from less money spent on your morning
coffee at work, lunches out, and gasoline for
the commute or a weekend getaway road trip.
Not to mention, no one will be going out for
a family dinner or to meet friends at a bar.
All of that will be done from your house. In
other words, we’re in a low-growth (if any)
environment.

1. Much of the nation who still has a job is
working from home. That means businesses
need to become more efficient. They need
ways to keep people connected and working
in a timely, coordinated manner despite the

3. Finally, because of the anticipated
economic shock, the Federal Reserve has cut
interest rates to zero. The central bank has also
launched multiple facilities to stabilize credit
markets and ensure interest rates don’t rise.

To figure out what that means for us as
investors, we need to look at what’s going on
around us. What types of companies have
done well in this type of situation in the past?
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So investors should be looking for something
that makes businesses more efficient that
can profit in a low-interest-rate, low-growth
environment.
There’s one obvious answer – technology.
Technology companies are already
dominating this environment. It’s hard to do
anything that doesn’t have the word “virtual”
stuck in front of it...
Video chats, conference calls, school, happy
hour, talk shows, and trivia night – they’re all
being done online. Society has no choice. It’s
an avenue for humans to maintain the social
interaction they crave without coming into
direct contact with one another.
But what are the companies that should
benefit?

THE NO. 1 ONLINE CRISIS
DOMINATOR
There is one name that stands out above
everything else – Amazon (AMZN). Given
that I’ve now spent three weeks confined
to my home, it’s amazing how much the
company touches my family’s day-to-day
activities.
Prior to the pandemic’s rise in
this country, we had never used
their food-delivery service. That
was before the rush to stockpile
canned goods, vegetables, and
toilet paper... not to mention
the hours-long lines at some
of the local stores. In addition,
we wanted to avoid as much
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social contact as possible. Amazon’s grocerydelivery service, Amazon Fresh, seemed like
the solution to our problem.
Apparently, everyone else thought so too.
Right away, we discovered they only allowed
ordering food within a three-day window.
If there was nothing available, then no-go.
We’ve run into that problem multiple times.
Demand is off the charts.
My wife also began to get notifications about
new movies being released directly to Amazon
Prime Video. Movie theaters were forced to
shut their doors because of the virus outbreak.
Studios had spent years producing new films,
and they need to recoup their investments.
So, they’ve gone to the next best route – on
demand.
We’ve already used Amazon Prime Video
multiple times. It’s great and easy. And buying
a movie through Prime is much cheaper than
taking your family to the movie theater. The
purchase costs us about $21 versus a trip to
a matinee movie for a family of four, which
runs around $51. And that’s before we even
purchase the popcorn, candy, and drinks.
Based on the math, Amazon may have found
an incremental revenue stream.

Scott recently gave
a video interview
about tech companies
to watch in a down
market – click here to
watch it on YouTube.

It has also become part of
our school routine. I have a
7-year-old son and a 5-year-old
daughter. They’re both involved
in virtual school. Despite the
fact that they’re learning from
home, they still need school
supplies like journals, pencils,
arts and crafts, and so on. The
teachers have recommended

specific goods they found on Amazon.
Naturally, that’s where we’ve gone to get these
items.
Amazon’s importance and usefulness has
only increased. It’s practically becoming a
backbone of infrastructure in our country.
Besides Amazon, Kroger (KR), Walmart
(WMT), and Target (TGT) all offer services
to maximize your social distances via home
delivery or curb-side pickup.

THE FUTURE OF MONEY
To conduct any transaction, there’s one
constant – payment for services rendered.
Most of us grew up paying in the form of
cash, check, or credit card. While all of these
methods are still applicable today, there’s
another form of payment that’s on the rise –
electronic payments. More and more, vendors
find it easier to accept.
As the outbreak began to take hold in the
U.S., my family and I were visiting my wife’s
parents in Key West, Florida. They were there
for the month of March. They’ve been staying
at the same place for 16 years. We have many
of the same routines every time we visit.
But one thing I noticed this time around
was the look I got whenever I tried to hand

a vendor cash. Everyone gave me and the
money I was handing them the “stink eye.” It
may be the only time in my life I’ve ever seen
someone have a look of disdain for a $20 bill.
But whenever I handed them a credit card,
they didn’t seem to mind at all.
I get it, money is handled by a lot of people
and carries a lot of germs. If you want to
avoid social contact, dollar bills are not
your friend. But with electronic payments,
the contact can be avoided completely.
Individuals can tap their credit cards –
American Express (AXP), Mastercard (MA), or
Visa (V) – directly on the reader, or they can
swipe it through a payment processing device
like Square (SQ). Even better, services like
PayPal’s (PYPL) Venmo or Apple Pay (AAPL)
can be used to pay with your mobile phone.

THE VIRTUALIZATION OF
WORK AND PLAY
Then there’s the remote classroom and work
angles we discussed earlier. Considering the
shelter-in-place orders, it’s hard not to find
a family that isn’t doing this. And all of this
requires platforms by which people can connect.
The company that jumps out the most to me
is Zoom Video Communications (ZM)...

Most of us grew up paying in the form of
cash, check, or credit card. While all of these
methods are still applicable today, there’s
another form of payment that’s on the rise –
electronic payments.
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Both of my kids’ schools use it. My son
dials in twice a day for classroom time, my
daughter several times a week. They both dial
in during the evening at 7 p.m. to listen to
the librarians at my son’s school read a couple
of children’s books. Already, each school is
adding more classes as we go. If we’re able to
finish the school year in the classroom, I’ll be
shocked.

DIGITAL STORAGE IN
THE CLOUD
All of the services we’ve mentioned so far
are creating the same thing – an increased
demand for data and storage.
None of their functions can be done without
having somewhere to store all of that
information.

Other virtual hosting services are seeing an
uptake in usage as well. Corporate America
is using multiple channels... Webex by Cisco
(CSCO), Skype from Microsoft (MSFT),
Slack (WORK), and Facebook (FB) have seen
increased demand.

Grocery stores need a place to keep data on
the inventory of what’s available. Movies and
TV shows need to be stored so they can be
accessed. Not to mention the history of what
individuals have purchased in the past and
what they may want again.

And after a long day of work and school
at home, you need an escape. Besides the
occasional glass of wine for mom and dad,
movies are a tremendous family outlet. Now,
more than ever, movies offer that chance to
escape and forget about the stress of keeping
everyone safe.

That’s what cloud-services companies provide.
They make it easy for every business to
operate without having to invest a fortune
in server farms and data storage. And it’s not
only owning that equipment, but servicing it,
updating it, and replacing it.

As we mentioned earlier, studios are going
direct to the home to find a new revenue
stream. Besides Amazon Prime, services
like Disney+ (DIS), Apple TV, and Netflix
(NFLX) should all find wind in their sails
from this trend.

They require time, money, and more people.
It’s easier to rent it from someone else.
Companies like Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft’s Azure, and server farm REIT
Digital Realty (DLR) are all seeing increased
demand. Microsoft said it has seen a 775%
jump in demand in areas where social
distance requirements were in effect. Amazon
postponed its Prime Day, likely because it
can’t handle the extra demand.

Classroom and work angles:
all of this requires platforms
by which people can connect.
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SECURITY TO PROTECT
IT ALL
Of course, as our lives increasingly go
online, so does our information...
If you want to grocery shop from afar, go to
virtual school or work, watch the
newest movie, or pay for anything
online, you have to fork over your
personal data. And invariably,
those company networks are
hacked.
With more of this information available, the
hackers have to be drooling. It may as well be
Christmas in their world. A friend who works
for a cybersecurity firm has told me the scams
and attempted intrusions are already off the
charts. He said because so many people are
working from home for the first time, they’re
even more susceptible to attacks because they
don’t have business firewalls in place.
It’s so bad that criminals are using a fake
coronavirus outbreak map that mimics
Johns Hopkins University updates to install
malware on personal computers. And these
same hackers will see government relief efforts
as bonanzas for theft schemes. They’ll steal
personal information from unwitting victims.
All of this should be to the benefit of
cybersecurity companies. Names like Palo
Alto (PANW), Cisco, F5 Networks (FFIV),
and Proofpoint (PFPT), among others should
see an increase in business demand. That
should also boost exchange-traded funds
(“ETFs”) like the First Trust CyberSecurity
Fund (CIBR) and ETFMG CyberSecurity
Fund (HACK).

‘NORMAL’ WON’T CHANGE THESE
TRENDS
At some point, this situation will pass. Science
will discover a remedy for the outbreak. It’s
likely this becomes a seasonal ailment like the
flu. It will require a new shot for us to take
on an annual basis. But it has and will change
our lives forever.
Common actions like the handshake may
no longer be viewed as necessary. Working
from home and virtual school will likely
see a greater uptake. Our lives will be more
technology dedicated. And the trends we’re
seeing right now are a vision of what’s to
come.
Disruption is changing the game right before
our eyes. The explosion of data has gone from
an unstructured to a structured environment
quickly. These trends will allow fewer
companies to establish a dominant industry
position. The question is... are you prepared?
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HOW LOW
CAN OIL
GO?
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By Bill Shaw

MUCH LOWER THAN YOU THINK...
For the past month, most of the world has been hunkered down inside
their homes in response to the deadly COVID-19. Folks are glued to their
televisions as they wait to hear news signaling a slow return to something
resembling “normal.”

Meanwhile, the economic losses are
incalculable... As schools and businesses
remain closed, millions of people are losing
their jobs. Many businesses will never reopen.

he no longer holds all the leverage to control
global oil prices. Between 2014 and 2016,
the Saudis flooded the world with oil in an
attempt to crash prices.

This unprecedented disruption to our
economy has some politicians describing the
battle with COVID-19 as a “war.”

Thanks to the advent of hydraulic fracturing,
the U.S. had become a major world oil
producer in only five years. Realizing the
threat to its empire, the Saudi Arabia opened
up the taps – forcing oil prices below $30 in
an effort to drive American shale drillers out
of business.

So far, it appears that most people are taking
the situation seriously and heeding the calls
to stay indoors. Many countries appear to be
turning the corner on getting a grasp on the
outbreak.
But with the world reeling from financial
chaos, there is another ongoing “war”...
the oil-price war between Saudi Arabia and
Russia, the biggest producers of the world’s
most important commodity.
This isn’t the first time that Saudi Arabia has
triggered a massive sell-off in oil.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
(“MbS”) apparently still hasn’t learned that
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The tactic did cause a lot of pain in the shale
patch. More than 50 companies filed for
bankruptcy between the start of 2015 and
the spring of 2016 (when prices began rising
again).
But most of the pain was temporary... Many
companies were able to secure loans to
weather the storm and simply kept pumping
at a loss. And the best companies found
cheaper ways to extract oil. By the fall of
2018, the U.S. had become the world’s
American Consequences
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biggest producer of crude oil.
With OPEC’s power diminished, it sought a
new partner to join its organization – Russia.
And while Russia has rebuffed the invitation
to officially join OPEC, it has entered into
several production cut agreements with the
group to support higher prices.
Most recently, in December 2019, the sides
agreed to their deepest cuts ever through the
first three months of 2020.
Enter the COVID-19 virus...

LOW PRICES, LOW DEMAND
In early March, as it became clear that
the coronavirus pandemic was weakening
global oil demand, the Saudis sought more
production cuts from Russia. When Russia
balked, the Saudis threatened to go to full
production – and Russia called its bluff.
As a result, on March 9, a barrel of West Texas
Intermediate (“WTI”) crude oil fell 25%. It
was the biggest one-day drop since the Gulf
War in 1991.
For the first time, the world is experiencing a
demand shock and a supply shock at the
same time.
Low oil prices are bad for all producers. And
both the Saudis and Russians rely heavily on
oil to fund their governments. But U.S. shale
drillers also pose a threat to both countries.
The Trump administration has used U.S.
energy independence as a weapon to impose
severe sanctions on Russia.
Vladimir Putin likely saw this current
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scenario as a chance to take aim at U.S. shale
producers. Russia clearly believes it can hold
out longer in a race to the bottom.
In the wake of the oil crash on March 9,
Russia’s Finance Ministry said that it had
enough resources to cover budget shortfalls at
$25 to $30 per barrel of oil for six to 10 years.
Meanwhile, the Saudis are in a much more
precarious position...

For the first time, the world
is experiencing a demand
shock and a supply shock
at the same time.
Saudi Arabia relies on oil prices north of $80
per barrel to fund its spending. The last time
MbS played this oversupply game... it was a
big mistake. In 2016, Saudi deputy economic
minister Mohammed Al Tuwaijri warned that
without reform measures, the country would
be bankrupt in three to four years.
Many analysts believe that Saudi Arabia could
potentially go bankrupt in only two years
with oil prices this low. In a high-stakes game
of geopolitical poker, it appears that MbS is
getting schooled by Vladimir Putin.
Will MbS blink? We doubt he’ll swallow his
ego at this point. This is a guy who brutally
tortured and murdered a journalist who dared
to criticize him. And Putin has left his own
trail of dead journalists.
The Trump administration has tried to get
the sides back to the negotiating table, but for
now it doesn’t appear that it’s making much
progress. While the Saudis are still considered

a U.S. ally, relations have gotten frosty over
the past several years.

MORE THAN 100 U.S.
PRODUCERS AT RISK
So where does that leave the U.S. producers?
Regardless of what happens between Russia
and OPEC, there is plenty of pain ahead in
the shale patch.
Even if OPEC cuts production, there is still
a demand problem. Top energy analysts are
forecasting a demand loss of 15 million to 22
million barrels per day through the month
of April. Refineries are reducing output, and
storage tanks are filing up.
Plus, the U.S. shale patch was already in
financial trouble. According to law firm
Haynes and Boone, 50 energy companies
filed for bankruptcy last year.
And it isn’t just the little guys... Energy major
Chevron (CVX) wrote down $11 billion in
assets in the fourth quarter, while oil fieldservices giant Schlumberger (SLB) took a
$12.7 billion impairment in October.
According to CFRA Research, as many as 21
U.S. oil companies had announced spending
cuts of at least 40% for 2020.
Investors left the industry for dead after falling
returns and increased opposition to fossil fuel
companies made energy companies a poor bet.
And that’s before oil prices fell off a cliff...
According to Norwegian consulting firm
Rystad Energy, only four companies can
make money at $31 per barrel of WTI in

the Permian Basin – Exxon Mobil (XOM),
Occidental Petroleum (OXY), Chevron, and
CrownQuest.
That means there are more than 100
producers that can’t turn a profit at $31 per
barrel oil.
Even worse, North American oil field-services
and drilling companies have $32 billion in
debt coming over the next four years. With
oil hovering around $25 per barrel, it’s safe to
assume that another wave of bankruptcies is
coming.

Investors left the industry
for dead after falling
returns and increased
opposition to fossil fuel
companies made energy
companies a poor bet.
During the last industry downturn due to low
prices, approximately 200,000 jobs were lost.
If these conditions persist, we could see that
level again. Companies are already trimming
costs and some – like Halliburton (HAL) –
are already letting employees go.
The folks in Texas are used to these cycles in
the oil industry. But never before have we
seen a collapse in prices along with a sharp
drop in demand.
The outlook is bleak, but the shale oil
industry in the U.S. has proven its resilience
in the past. This collapse will see many of the
weaker players disappear, but the industry
– through innovation and capitalism – will
certainly bounce back.
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VIRAL HUM
This is stupid, I just
tried to make hand
sanitizer and it
came out as
RUM AND COKE.

To go to they grocery
store, they said a
mask and gloves were
enough... They lied...
Everybody else had
clothes on.

Have we tried
unplugging
2020, waiting
ten seconds and
plugging back in?
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September
morning 2050:
John opened up the
last package of toilet
paper bought by his
parents in 2020.

If the year 2000
was Y2K, will the
year 2020 be known
as Y2-PLY?

Our cleaning lady
just called and told
us she will be working
from home and
will send us
instructions on
what to do.

Due to the Quarantine,
I’ll only be telling
inside jokes.

MOR

We don't know where these
jokes came from, but we're happy
to pass them on.

The moment when
you're worried
about the elderly
and realize that you
are the elderly.

The buttons on
my jeans have
started Social
Distancing from
each other.

For the average
American the best
way to tell if you have
Covid-19 is to cough
in a rich persons face
and wait for their
results.

Anybody who said
that one man can't
change the world
never ate an undercooked bat.

At last,
a way to lay on the
couch doing nothing
and save the world
DON'T SCREW
THIS UP!

You think it's bad now?
In 20 years this
country will be run
by people home
schooled by day
drinkers...

Quarentine 15
is the new
American Consequences
Freshman
15
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CORONAVIRUS
EVEN CLOSED
THE WAFFLE
HOUSE
By Salena Zito
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I

t is early Sunday morning along one of
the few congested stretches of the Lincoln
Highway when an empty parking lot
below the familiar cheery yellow sign for
the local Waffle House catches the eye.

The 24-hour diner chain, born in the Atlanta
suburbs 65 years ago and now spreading
across 25 states with nearly 2,000 locations,
is primarily known for its ability to serve as a
touchstone in every community it serves. It
feeds a cult-like following among foodies and
road warriors.

service. Yellow means services have been
limited. Red indicates closures – a major
disaster. A whole bunch of Waffle Houses
including this one hit red on Sunday due to
the novel coronavirus.
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The shuttered doors along the first coast-tocoast U.S. highway tells you everything about
the state of things. The coronavirus’s spread is
likely to get worse in the coming weeks before
it gets better... before we get better.

No matter where in this country you walk
into a Waffle House – whether in the diner’s
But it is also known for another remarkable
home state of Georgia, here in Chambersburg
distinction: It closes for no disaster.
or in Clark Summit, Pennsylvania
– without fail, you can expect
Yet at store No. 1673, the doors
a cheerful hello at the door, a
are now locked. It is one of 418
jukebox at your table, no-frills
diners the chain has closed,
seating and the nostalgic scent of
an announcement
frying oil for the hot
made through social
irons. The waitstaff
media last month
will definitely call
with the hashtag
An Ode to Waffle House you “honey,” and, of
#WaffleHouseIndexRed.
It's sad that they had to close Waffle House.
course, you’ll hear
But selling their mix
The reference is to
orders shouted to
Is doing the trick
the Waffle House
the kitchen in the
To keep us from having an awful house!
Index, an informal
diner’s distinct hash
metric created by the
Waffle House announced last week it was
brown lingo...
selling its waffle mix online... enough to
Federal Emergency
make 18 waffles for $20. That's a steal! If you
Management Agency
When your waitress
wanted to load up on that many at the Waffle
as a measure of
shouts, “Scattered!”
House counter, it'd cost you around $36 for
the effect a natural
that is someone’s
nine "double waffle" orders plus a whole lot
of
stomach
pain
a
few
hours
later.
The
mixes
disaster is having on a
hash brown order,
sold out within hours, but the company is
community. A green
meaning they are all
restocking. Check out shop.wafflehouse.com
index means full menu
spread out on the
for availability.
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WAFFLE HOUSE
grill so they get nice and crispy. “Smothered!”
means someone ordered theirs covered in
onions. “Peppered!” is a nice dousing of
jalapenos. “Covered!” means melted American
cheese on top. And “Country!” of course,
means it’s doused in sausage gravy.
Waffle House was founded in 1955 by
partners Joe Rogers Sr. and Tom Forkner.
Both men died in their late 90s in 2017, just
a little over a month apart. The privately held
company is now headed by Joe Rogers Jr.
The Waffle House is a lot of things to a lot of
people: It is where the regular guys or gals go
after a long Saturday night on the town and
where they go back to, on Sunday morning, after
seeking redemption for Saturday night at church.
It is a night out for a family of four... the
beacon on the highway for the hungry longdistance driver... the place where you and
your friends went after the prom... and maybe
where you or your child had his or her first job.
You are never alone at the Waffle House, even
if you spend your time contemplating life,
staring at the white subway tiles trimmed
with black diamonds on a yellow background.
In normal times, the odds are good that you’ll
walk out with three new friends and hope for
the future. But not now.

Salena Zito is a CNN political analyst
and a staff reporter and columnist for
the Washington Examiner. She reaches
the Everyman and Everywoman
through shoe-leather journalism,
traveling from Main Street to the
beltway and all places in between.
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Njeri Boss, the director of public relations
for the chain, said in a statement that the
closures were all related to COVID-19. “We
referred to the index as a way to help people
understand how big of an impact this virus
has had on the restaurant industry,” Boss
said. “With so few customers visiting our
restaurants, we are rapidly losing the ability
to offer enough work hours for our associates
to earn money needed to live their lives and
pay their bills. Hardest hit so far are our
restaurants in the Midwest and along parts of
the Gulf Coast.”
The closure of store No. 1673 here in
Chambersburg is listed online as “temporarily
closed.”
America’s idea of normal is like listening to an
old folk song. It is filled with all of the sounds
that make up our heritage – the banjo from
Africa, the fiddle from Europe, and the gospel
sounds from the mountain people who first
carved out the frontier.
The lyrics are the stories we tell when we
sit at the Waffle House counter alone – and
together – as the jukebox plays.
We come from different places, but we all end
up at the same destination – usually at places
such as this diner. When our cathedrals are
locked, we worry and wonder if we will ever
get back to our idea of normal.
© Creators
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THE NEW
NORMAL
HOW THE CORONAVIRUS HAS
CHANGED LIFE AS WE KNOW IT

By Laura Greaver

 CLICK HERE
TO READ THE
WEB VERSION
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We’ve all seen the coronavirus maps...
The red circles spread like pools of blood on
butcher’s paper.
COVID-19 cases and deaths continue to rise.
Bodies overflow morgues. And funeral homes
are using refrigerated trucks and ice rinks as
temporary storage.
But these are statistics, numbers, and images
in the news articles I read on my iPhone as I
sit safely at home on my couch. Experiencing
the reality on the frontlines is much, much
worse.
Colleen Farrell, an internal medicine resident
at NYU Langone and Bellevue Hospital, said
last week in the New York Times...
Most people in today’s America don’t
know what death looks like. What’s the
difference between 10, 100, 1,000 deaths?
Numbers are so sterile and removed.
Death itself is hidden in hospitals and
nursing homes.
The coronavirus has affected countless
facets of our life – from the delayed 2020
Olympics and professional sports, to canceled
graduations, shut-down schools, and
furloughed workers. Families cannot mourn
the dead because the living can’t see each other.
The stock market crashed and thrust us into
one of the fastest bear markets in U.S. history.
History books are being rewritten as I type.

But again, these are broad, faceless numbers.
We each have our own personal story of how
this global pandemic has changed our life.
I can share with you my own “new normal”...
My husband and I are both juggling fulltime jobs at home while our two sons (try to)
engage in online learning.
My dining room table is cluttered with school
papers, toys, laptops, and dirty dishes. I miss
my neat, quiet desk at the office and chatting
with coworkers.
I miss my friends and family but settle for
virtual get-togethers, where I hole up in
my bedroom with a glass of wine and my
computer – laughing with familiar faces in
blocks on the screen like The Brady Bunch.
We watch a lot of movies. If it’s compelling
enough, I forget about COVID-19 for 90
minutes.
But we are safe and healthy... I know I’m
privileged and lucky that these are my small
complaints.
I wanted to explore how the virus has
changed so many people’s lives.
Here are just a few of their stories, in their
own words...
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IN THE COVID-19 TRENCHES
PATTI BUTLER has been an
independent travel agent for
InteleTravel for the past four years.

COVID-19 has drastically reduced
my sales since the second week in
March. In addition to not having any new
bookings, many of my clients’ trips have been
canceled by the airlines and resorts. A few of
them have rescheduled their trips for later in
the summer and early fall, but we really don’t
know if travel will be open at that time. My
commissions, which are paid by the suppliers,
are based on completed trips... So I lose all
potential commissions when my clients cancel.

My commissions,
which are paid by the
suppliers, are based
on completed trips...
So I lose all potential
commissions when my
clients cancel.
The virus has already radically changed the
travel industry around the world. It’s a $15
billion industry... Everyone travels or they
want to in the future, so this is devastating on
both sides – the suppliers and the travelers.
With economic insecurity, people are less
likely to book trips for the near future, and
the suppliers are losing billions of dollars
as well. Many countries, such as Aruba, for
example, are totally supported by the travel
industry. They have no exports for revenue.
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It’s a tragic situation for so many of the tourist
spots that count on tourism to survive.
Airlines and the cruise industry have also
been decimated by the virus. Most cruise lines
have canceled all cruises through June, so
far, and some have canceled into September.
Airlines are canceling flights all over the world
due to no-fly orders. Billions of dollars are
lost, but they will receive some help from the
government to get back on their feet again.
For the traveler, if they are in a position to
plan and deposit for a trip in the distant
future, there are some fabulous deals out there
right now. All suppliers are offering great
perks to book travel, and the prices are as low
as they have ever been in years. Fortunately,
these suppliers are offering the travelers a
refund in most cases and in some situations a
credit.
I am unable to file for unemployment because
I am an independent, so to speak. For me, I’m
a retired teacher and my business is not my
sole means of income and I’m not supporting
a family, so I will financially be OK. I’m very
sad for those in the travel industry who are
losing their only income.
Once this is over, I want to encourage all of
you to get back into travel again as soon as
possible. It’s not only good for our economy,
but also for our mental health! Additionally,
I hope that you continue to support small
businesses like mine.

MORGEN BERNIUS
is an attending
physician in the
Adult and Pediatric
Emergency Departments
at the University of Maryland
Upper Chesapeake Medical Center.
How has your daily life changed
since the coronavirus hit the U.S.?

Right now at work, things are somewhat the
same on a day-to-day basis, other than many
more e-mails discussing surge planning and
updating us as we figure more and more
out about this disease. We now have a call
plan for extra doctors to come in when
volumes get high. We have all gotten set up
for telemedicine to see people from home
through the computer when that’s needed.
And we’ve reviewed special items, like how to
intubate when you’re wearing a PAPR, which
procedures are “aerosolizing” procedures that
are part of our normal care but have to be
avoided, getting re-fit tested for N95s and
now having one assigned mask to keep at
work in a paper bag. (This is WAY out of the
norm and a reason many are freaking out.
N95s are something you wear for certain
patients and throw in the garbage as soon as
you walk out of a room. That’s obviously not
feasible with the volumes we’re expecting and
the level of contagion of this virus, so the whole
idea of your reusable N95 is kind of crazy to us,
but I think it’s the only option we have?)
One really cool thing is all the “hero” talk.
I don’t think we feel like heroes, and it’s our
job to do this, so it’s not really like we have
much of a choice but to show up and do what
we do... But it’s nice to feel appreciated, and
it does give you a boost when inside you’re

worried about getting your family sick, or
for me, dying and leaving my kids without a
mom. It makes you feel empowered to
go tackle this nightmare. It’s amazing
how far a little appreciation goes!
Although with all the doughnut
donations we’ve been getting at
work, I’m pretty sure my successful
New Year’s diet is out the window!
I expect when the surge of patients reaches us,
my work life will become VERY different. I
have colleagues in NYC I’m in touch with, and
they are living a true nightmare right now.

But it’s nice to feel
appreciated, and it does
give you a boost when
inside you’re worried about
getting your family sick, or
for me, dying and leaving
my kids without a mom.
Did you ever expect something like this to
happen?

Yes and no. In Emergency Medicine,
preparing for worst-case and low-likelihood
scenarios is kind of what we do. For example,
even with the mundane, daily complaints like
chest pain – which most often in most people
is nothing – we attack it from the perspective
of “what will kill the patient first?” So we are
looking for heart attacks, tearing of major
arteries, blood clots in the lung... And only
when we’ve crossed those off the list will we
move to muscle strains or reflux as possible
causes to consider.
On a much bigger scale, obscure viruses
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and pandemics are on the list of things we
consider and prepare for. Just last fall we had
a meeting reviewing Ebola and practicing
donning and doffing the full PPE with such
attention to detail, it would blow people’s
minds... like hand sanitizer on the second
glove set before pulling the gown from the
front, rolling it off the shoulders and arms
while keeping exposed surfaces in, then
removing it with the outer layer of gloves
and placing it in the specific bin in the room
designed for doffing, while being observed
for error by a colleague whose one and only
job it is to observe this process... Now we are
actually doing it, but there will be multiple
patients in multiple rooms with a highly
contagious disease. There will not be a specific
room for each patient in which to don
and doff. And if you are going through the
appropriate measures with full PPE for each
one of these patients, you will quickly run
out... So all the drilling on how to do it right
is being thrown out the window, and we’re
making up alternatives as we go.

And this gives us a chance
to really appreciate what’s
important, be thankful
for our families, and even
reach out to help people
who need it.
So to actually answer the question, I’m not
surprised by it, but the scale is more than
we’d ever imagined. After SARS and MERS,
we certainly have discussed such scenarios,
though typically in hypotheticals [because]
it was not spreading to this degree, and we
would do testing to know where it is and
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limit exposure... Then those few patients we
would have would be much easier to care for.
Do you think the U.S. will mirror Italy’s
situation? China’s?

I think we have the benefit of seeing what
happened in Italy and China to guide our
response. Our attempts to do social distancing
early will hopefully help slow it down here,
though there will be questions after the fact
about whether we did it early enough. The
reports out of Italy have been truly horrifying.
I don’t think we know how to minimize the
number of medical providers who are getting
sick and even dying. I think we will likely
have enough resources that we are not making
the nightmarish decisions about who can
have a ventilator and who is just left to die.
But really, verdict is still out on that. Italy has
something like a 52% fatality rate in patients
over 80, which is because they just don’t have
the ventilators for them, so they are put on
comfort measures instead of trying to save
them. Let’s hope we don’t get to that point.
Are there any silver linings to this outbreak
and lockdown?

To the outbreak? Hell no. This is a nightmare
and many people will die. To the lockdown?
Maybe some life perspective for people. I
think we all get a taste of what real worries
are. You can already see it in how people
are barely complaining about being stuck
at home (other than in the form of funny
memes) and major life events being canceled
or postponed – graduations, proms, weddings
– it’s a good check on us when our lives are so
wrapped up in the minutia. And this gives us
a chance to really appreciate what’s important,

be thankful for our families, and even reach
out to help people who need it.
New York is being hit particularly hard right
now. Is your hospital prepared if those kinds
of numbers hit here?

I think my hospital is prepared to handle
that kind of peak in our community, not
necessarily NYC numbers because we don’t
serve that dense of a population... but a
relative surge in cases for our community.
Again, we have the advantage of not being
one of the first cities hit in this country. The
amount of sharing of information through
listserves, publications, even social media
(like the EM Physicians group) has been
incredible. The medical community has
understood what’s coming, I think, long
before it became general knowledge with full
media coverage... So we are ready.

touched between the store and home (your
car door handle, your steering wheel) is
potentially contaminated. We watched the
movie Outbreak a couple weeks ago, and
there is a scene in a movie theater where the
sick guy coughs and it shows all the particles
aerosolized and traveling through the theater
and into the mouth of someone laughing
nearby, onto the armrest where someone else
lays their hand... It’s disgusting but a REALLY
good illustration of what is happening...
Picture that whenever you go out!

Realize everything you
have touched between the
store and home (your car
door handle, your steering
wheel) is potentially
contaminated.

This doesn’t mean the hospital itself can fit
everyone. We have surge plans for other
facilities for overflow, tents are already up
in the parking lots, and you’ve probably
heard that the convention center downtown
is an option for overflow. We are planning,
planning, planning. Hopefully our social
changes and different population density
mean we don’t ever get there... But if you’re
not prepared for it, it’s definitely going to
happen!

Realistically, how long do you think this will
last?

What should people do to keep themselves
safe?

You can see how slowly things are happening.
The outbreak in Washington, NYC is getting
hit hard now, slowly spreading to NJ, other
major cities like New Orleans are getting
their uptick, so it’s a kind of slow roll through
the country. We have cases here, the curve is
flatter, which is a success, but you see how
that flat curve extends further...

Stay home. When you have to go to the
store to stock up, try to minimize those
visits, touch only what you’re buying, assume
everything you touch is coated in virus, and
wash your hands immediately when you
get home. And realize everything you have

I think COVID-19 is with us for good. It will
become a virus most have been exposed to so
immunity will exist in the population, and
we’ll hopefully have a vaccine for it, maybe
even antivirals. It won’t continue to have the
kind of impact it does now as a novel virus,
but it won’t disappear. How long will this
need to societal shut-down last? Depends on
so many things...
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I’m guessing through May... and then
hopefully we have had our peak and are
heading back down the other side! But that’s
for the data crunchers to figure out, and I
think it’s hard to predict until we get a little
more into the thick of it.
What’s your routine of sanitizing when you
get home to your family after a hospital
shift?

I use special wipes for all my equipment
before I leave work and wash my hands and
arms. When I get home, I leave my bag and
jacket in my car (which now just goes to
work). I strip to my skivvies on the porch
and go immediately to the laundry machine
and throw everything in. I wipe off the door
handle I used with a Clorox wipe. My shoes
stay outside. Then head straight to the shower
and into bed! (I work night shift...)
Because hospitalized coronavirus patients
are isolated from family and friends, their
only daily contact is with nurses and
doctors. Can you comment on this?

It’s horrifying. And when it becomes terminal,
we are the last faces they see, and they are
seeing us through masks and caps and goggles
and gowns. Although honestly, those who
die are usually sedated on a ventilator, so
they are not aware of much that is going on
around them... But in principle, it’s awful. I
have been the one holding the hands of many
people who have died alone because there are
many scenarios in medicine where it’s not an
expected outcome, and family just isn’t there.
We are comfortable in that role as providers,
but it’s still just another thing to add to the
suckiness of all of this!
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KATLYNN AMENTA has been
a hairstylist at La Clinica Salon
and Day Spa in Baltimore, MD
for 14 years.

On March 17, we temporarily closed
our doors due to COVID-19. This has
thrown me directly into a stay-at-home mom
lifestyle which I am not use to... at all. I went
from having a lucrative paycheck to nothing...
It’s depressing. I feel very blessed to have
my husband. I also feel a HUGE loss of my
identity. I LOVE doing hair. I do it because I
love it, not because I have to do it. However, I
had to give it up to better my community.
Although my husband and I did not see
this coming, we luckily have a cushion to
fall back on. We sacrificed doing cosmetic
things to our home in order to make
mortgage payments. Also, I have filed for
unemployment.
If this pandemic extends and I am out of
work longer and longer, I plan to live a very
“minimalist” lifestyle. I will try to prioritize
what my family needs and temporarily say
goodbye to our wants. It’s hard to do hair
at home when you don’t have access to your
supply store. Also, I don’t think it’s safe to
bring people in and out of my home and
expose my family.
After this pandemic, we as a family have a
greater appreciation of life... Love nature, love
life, love your family and friends... and judge
no one. Because you never know where
you will be next week... Just
find your happy. Find your
content. And just love it!

ROXANN ROGERS is third-generation owner
of Baltimore-based Wells Liquors.

Since the day Maryland closed schools,
business has been insane and overwhelming
on multiple levels. We have been extremely
busy and unable to keep up with the demand.
We’ve had a surge in boxed-wine sales, largeformat liquor (1.75-liter size), and honestly
people are less specific on what actual wine
they want, they just want a lot of it. Hard
seltzers (like White Claw) are also huge
sellers right now, even more so prior to this
pandemic.
Every time Maryland Governor Larry Hogan
holds a press conference, we see a huge surge
in business. We minimized the number of
customers in our store to two at a time, and
then shut it down completely to just callahead curbside orders only and city delivery.
We have always offered delivery, but we are
doing way more than ever before and have
had a ton of new customers.
The call-ahead curbside service has been great
as well. We have six phone lines, and they
have been ringing off the hook with orders
and credit cards being placed over the phone.
The customer then calls when he’s in the
parking lot with ID, and we bring it out and
load up their trunk.

to work due to the uncertainty and fear this
virus brings along with it. So we’ve limited
our hours to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and everyone
has been busting their tails to provide the
best customer service during this extremely
stressful time. Times like this bring out the
worst in some, yet the best in others.
Wells is truly like family, from our employees
to our customers. The support we’ve had has
been absolutely amazing!
I feel blessed that we can still remain open
despite others having to close and be out
of work. We’ve even hired some friends/
customers to help work as they have been laid
off due to this pandemic.
We have been cleaning like crazy, sanitizing
everything... I’m exhausted every day along
with my amazing team. We’re doing our best
to not burn out which is another reason why
we cut back our hours.
Business has been great! I just hope we can
keep it up... It seems every day gets more
hectic and people are more stressed and on
edge. Luckily some spirits help!

We have always offered
delivery, but we are doing
way more than ever before
and have had a ton of
new customers.

A huge factor in doing this was to keep my
employees and our customers safe. I’ve had a
fair amount of employees unwilling or unable
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KIM HERNANDEZ is the
creator and owner of Tasteful
Occasions, a top-rated
custom catering company in
Pennsylvania

Tasteful Occasions was a vision
my husband and I had for many
years. We were both fed up with
working for other people’s bars
and restaurants and wanted to
open our own...
We got our start as the premier
caterer for the Baltimore Orioles and
the Washington Nationals baseball teams.
From there, we expanded into weddings
and larger events. We stand out as a creative
caterer who uses fresh, delicious ingredients
– no dried-out chicken in chafing pans at our
events!
Tasteful Occasions’ annual sales in 2019 were
just over $1 million. We cater weddings,
corporate events, and also offer delivery
service. We catered about 175 events in 2019.
While Tasteful Occasions is open year-round,
90% of our business is conducted from midApril through December 31. Most of our
business comes from outdoor events such
as backyard weddings, barn weddings, tent
weddings, and large corporate events.
We had almost $200,000 on the books for
the month of May, but COVID-19 has
postponed or canceled all events through the
end of May – and we have a feeling that more
will postpone after that. At the moment, we
have had one event cancel completely, and
another 10 have postponed to a date in 2020
or moved their wedding a year out to 2021.
We are allowing all clients that have a booked
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event through June to put a hold on a backup
date... And then the clients have to let us
know which date they are going with at least
three weeks prior to their contracted date.
It’s very challenging for our brides and
grooms to pick a new wedding date...
especially when they have to find a date that
works for all vendors – venue, photographer,
DJ/band, videographer, etc... Overall, things
have been going pretty smoothly for most
of our clients and we are doing everything
we can to provide them with their desired
backup date.

We had almost $200,000
on the books for the month
of May, but COVID-19 has
postponed or canceled
all events through the end
of May – and we have
a feeling that more will
postpone after that.
We have two salary kitchen staff members
at the moment and a salaried operating
manager... And we have two hourly office
assistants. We are lucky that we were in the
midst of hiring hourly kitchen staff for the
season, so we have put that on hold for now.
At this time we are still paying our salaried
employees and the two office admins are
working minimal hours from home.
We are using this time wisely and revamping
our back-of-the-house operating system,
so my two kitchen managers are working
from home daily to update the operating
system. This should take them a month or

so to finish. We do feel blessed to have this
time to complete this project we have been
wanting to do for years, but it is challenging
financially of course.
We also have about 50 on-call servers,
bartenders, and day-of coordinators and
event managers for our weekend events.
We can’t pay these employees until the
events take place, but since most events are
postponing, we all just have to hold out
until the new dates.
It’s tough and we are very upset that these
employees won’t have the opportunity to
make this money in April and May (and
possibly future months). I have an amazing
staff and they know that if they need
anything, they can call us and we will do what
we can to help them. In most cases this is a
second part-time job to make some extra cash
and unfortunately that opportunity won’t be
there for a couple of months.

We are also starting to get
calls for delivery and
pick-up style individual
catering for nurses, aids,
factory workers, and those
on the front line... So we are
finding ways to be able to
serve these clients.

We are also starting to get calls for delivery/
pick-up style individual catering for nurses,
aids, factory workers, and those on the front
line... So we are finding ways to be able to
serve these clients. Safety and health come
first as always in our kitchen... We will handle
all orders with the utmost care. At this time
we are still busy working, improving, and
adapting... just not catering large events. We
are also enjoying more quality family time
while we can.
We hold deposits for our events, so we know
the business will come back, and as long as
we can start catering events again by June
or July, we are hoping not to take out any
loans or grants, but that could change any
day. We discuss this daily and we have been
researching our options at this time.
I hope this won’t stop people from holding
big parties, gatherings, and weddings in the
future. People will always get married, so I am
hopeful that business will get back to normal
quickly.
We are also very adaptable... If we need to
adjust to a new way of catering, then that is
what we will do. Only time will tell, but we
are very hopeful and looking forward to the
other side of this!

Despite not working actual events, we are still
very busy updating our business operating
system, doing the hundreds of housekeeping
items we always want to do (but never have
time for), and we are also busy booking
weddings for 2021 and even a couple for 2022.
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By Robert J. Shiller

We are feeling the anxiety
effects of not one
pandemic, but two.
First, there is the COVID-19 pandemic,
which makes us anxious because we, or
people we love, anywhere in the world,
might soon become gravely ill and
even die. Second, there is a pandemic
of anxiety about the economic
consequences of the first.
These two pandemics are
interrelated, but are not the
same phenomenon. In the second
pandemic, stories of fear have gone
so viral that we often think of them
constantly. The stock market has
been dropping like a rock, apparently
in response to stories of COVID-19
depleting our lifetime saving unless we
take some action. But, unlike COVID-19
itself, the source of our anxiety is that we
are unsure what action to take.
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THE TWO PANDEMICS
It is not good news when two pandemics
are at work simultaneously. One can
feed the other. Business closures, soaring
unemployment, and loss of income fuel
financial anxiety, which may, in turn, deter
people, desperate for work, from taking
adequate precautions against the spread of the
disease.
Moreover, it is not good news when two
contagions are, indeed, global pandemics.
When a drop in demand is confined to one
country, the loss is partially spread abroad,
while demand for the country’s exports is not
diminished much. But this time, that natural
safety valve won’t work, because the recession
threatens nearly all countries.
Many people seem to assume that the
financial anxiety is nothing more than a
direct byproduct of the COVID-19 crisis
– a perfectly logical reaction to the disease
pandemic. But anxiety is not perfectly logical.
The pandemic of financial anxiety, spreading
through panicked reaction to price drops and
changing narratives, has a life of its own.
The effects that financial anxiety has on
the stock market may be mediated by a
phenomenon that psychologist Paul Slovic of
the University of Oregon and his colleagues
call the “affect heuristic.” When people are
emotionally upset because of a tragic event,
they react with fear even in circumstances
where there is no reason to fear.
In a joint paper with William Goetzmann and
Dasol Kim, we found that nearby earthquakes
affect people’s judgment of the probability of
a 1929- or 1987-size stock-market crash. If
there was a substantial earthquake centering
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within 30 miles within the previous 30 days,
respondents’ assessment of the probability of
a crash was significantly higher. That is the
affect heuristic at work.
It might make more sense to expect a stockmarket drop from a disease epidemic than
from a recent earthquake, but maybe not
a crash of the magnitude seen recently. If
it were widely believed that a treatment
could limit the intensity of the COVID-19
pandemic to a matter of months, or even that
the pandemic would last a year or two, that
would suggest that the stock-market risk is
not so great for a long-term investor. One
could buy, hold, and wait it out.

It is not good news
when two pandemics are
at work simultaneously.
But a contagion of financial anxiety works
differently than a contagion of disease. It is
fueled in part by people noticing others’ lack
of confidence, reflected in price declines, and
others’ emotional reaction to the declines. A
negative bubble in the stock market occurs
when people see prices falling, and, trying
to discover why, start amplifying stories
that explain the decline. Then, prices fall on
subsequent days, and again and again.
Observing successive decreases in stock prices
creates a powerful feeling of regret for those
who have not sold, together with a fear that
one might sell at the bottom. This regret and
fear prime people’s interest in both pandemic
narratives. Where the market goes from there
depends on their nature and evolution.

To see this, consider that the stock market
in the United States did not crater when, in
September-October 1918, the news media
first started covering the Spanish flu pandemic
that eventually claimed 675,000 U.S. lives
(and over 50 million worldwide). Instead,
monthly prices in the U.S. market were on an
uptrend from September 1918 to July 1919.
Why didn’t the market crash? One likely
explanation is that World War I, which was
approaching its end after the last major battle,
the Second Battle of the Marne, in JulyAugust 1918, crowded out the influenza story,
especially after the armistice in November
of that year. The war story was likely more
contagious than the flu story.
Another reason is that epidemiology was
only in its infancy then. Outbreaks were
not as forecastable, and the public did not
fully believe experts’ advice, with people’s
adherence to social-distancing measures
“sloppy.” Moreover, it was generally believed
that economic crises were banking crises, and
there was no banking crisis in the U.S., where
the Federal Reserve System, established just a
few years earlier, in 1913, was widely heralded
as eliminating that risk.
But perhaps the most important reason the
financial narrative was muted during the
1918 influenza epidemic is that far fewer
people owned stocks a century ago, and
saving for retirement was not the concern it
is today, in part because people didn’t live as
long and more routinely depended on family
if they did.
This time, of course, is different. We see
buyers’ panics at local grocery stores, in

Instead of a tragic world
war, this time the U.S. is
preoccupied with its own
political polarization, and
there are many angry
narratives about the
federal government’s
mishandling of the crisis.
contrast to 1918, when wartime shortages
were regular occurrences. With the Great
Recession just behind us, we certainly are well
aware of the possibility of major drops in asset
prices. Instead of a tragic world war, this time
the U.S. is preoccupied with its own political
polarization, and there are many angry
narratives about the federal government’s
mishandling of the crisis.
Predicting the stock market at a time like
this is hard. To do so well, we would have to
predict the direct effects on the economy of
the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as all the
real and psychological effects of the pandemic
of financial anxiety. The two are different, but
inseparable.
© Project Syndicate

Robert J. Shiller, a 2013 Nobel laureate
in economics, is Professor of Economics
at Yale University and the co-creator
of the Case-Shiller Index of U.S. house
prices. He is the author of Irrational
Exuberance, Phishing for Phools:
The Economics of Manipulation and
Deception (with George Akerlof), and
Narrative Economics: How Stories Go Viral
and Drive Major Economic Events.
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THE RED
TAPE
PANDEMIC
By John Stossel
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Coronavirus is frightening.
I’m working from home, practicing “social
distancing.” Experts say it’ll help “flatten
the curve” so fewer people will be infected
simultaneously. Then hospitals won’t be
overwhelmed.
But the infection rate grows. Doctors and
hospitals may yet be overwhelmed.
It didn’t have to get to this point.
Coronavirus deaths leveled off in South Korea.
That’s because people in Korea could easily
find out if they had the disease. There are
hundreds of testing locations – even pop-up
drive-thru testing centers. Because Koreans
got tested, Korean doctors knew who needed
to be isolated and who didn’t. As a result,
Korea limited the disease without mass
quarantines and shortages.
Not in America. In America, a shortage of
COVID-19 tests has made it hard for people
to get tested. Even those who show all the
symptoms have a difficult time.

Private companies might have offered better
tests and more of them, but that wasn’t
allowed. The World Health Organization
even released information on how to make
such tests, but our government still said
no. Instead, all tests must go through the
government’s cumbersome approval process.
That takes months... Or years.
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Why weren’t there
enough tests?
Because our government
insists on control of
medical innovation...
Hundreds of labs had the ability to test for
the virus, but they weren’t allowed to test.
As a result, doctors can’t be sure exactly
where outbreaks are happening. Instead of
quarantining just sick people, state governors
are forcing entire states to go on lockdown.

Because our government insists on control of
medical innovation...

At the same time, many people who show
no symptoms do have COVID-19. Without
widespread testing, we don’t know who they
are, and so the symptomless sick are infecting
others.

When coronavirus appeared, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention made its own
tests and insisted that people only use those
CDC tests. But the CDC test often gave
inaccurate results. Some early versions of the
test couldn’t distinguish between coronavirus
and water.

A few weeks ago, the government finally gave
up its monopoly and said it was relaxing the
rules. There would be quick “emergency-use
authorizations” replacing the months- or
years-long wait for approval. But even that
took so long that few independent tests were
approved.

Why weren’t there enough tests?
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THE RED TAPE PANDEMIC
So President Donald Trump waived those
rules, too.
Now tests are finally being made. But that
delay killed people. It’s still killing people.
Other needlessly repressive rules prevented
doctors and hospitals from trying more
efficient ways to treat patients.

It’s good that governments
finally removed some
rules.
But the time that took
killed people.

In some states, there’s a shortage of doctors
or nurses. That, too, is often a product of
bad law – state licensing laws that make it
illegal for professionals licensed in one state to
work in another. Trump said he would waive
“license requirements so that the doctors from
other states can provide services to states with
the greatest need.” Then it turned out that
he could only allow that for Medicare – he
didn’t have the power to override stupid state
licensing rules.

For example, telemedicine allows doctors
and patients to communicate through the
internet. When sick people consult doctors
from home, they don’t pass on the virus in
crowded waiting rooms. But lawyers and
bureaucrats claimed such communications
wouldn’t be “secure,” and would violate
patients’ privacy.

Fortunately, many states finally waived
harmful licensing laws on their own.

Only last week did officials announce they
would allow doctors to “serve patients
through everyday communications
technologies.”

And we should repeal many others.

Americans shouldn’t have to ask permission to
use “everyday” technologies.
Now doctors fear that as more people get
sick, hospitals won’t have enough beds for the
critically ill.
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But the bed shortage is another consequence
of bad law. Critical access hospitals in rural
areas are not allowed to have more than 25
beds. Trump has now announced that he’s
waiving those rules.
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It’s good that governments finally removed
some rules.
But the time that took killed people.
Once coronavirus passes, America should
leave those regulations waived.

© Creators

John Stossel is author of Give Me a
Break: How I Exposed Hucksters,
Cheats, and Scam Artists
and Became the Scourge of
the Liberal Media.

ADVERTORIAL

BUY THIS

STOCK
IMMEDIATELY

A man who’s met a specific company’s
Chairman and attended every annual
meeting for the past 20+ years predicts
this stock could double your money
over the long run if you get in as soon
as possible.
His name is Whitney Tilson – a
former $200 million money manager
who knows more about this stock
than almost anyone outside the
company itself.
And for a limited-time, he’s sharing
little-known information on why
this stock could be a huge winner,
beginning this year.

at $15… has appeared on 60 Minutes
(twice), Fox Business, and CNBC –
who once called him “The Prophet”
for the accuracy of his predictions.
Already, 5 different billionaires
reached out to him to get direct access
to Whitney’s insights and what he is
sharing right now.
If you have any money to put to work,
we urge you to see what Whitney
is saying about this immediate buy
opportunity right now.
For a limited time, Whitney is giving
this stock idea away to the public at
no charge.

Keep in mind: Tilson is a Wall Street
legend.

But we’ll likely take this information
down soon.

He bought Apple at $1.50, Amazon at
$56, Netflix at $7.78, McDonald’s

Take a moment while you can to
access the full details here.

IS NOW
THE TIME
TO INVEST
IN CANNABIS?
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G

iven the current coronavirus panic, global
markets have sold off significantly. Daily
trading is extremely volatile... The S&P 500
Index might be down 8% one day, only to
rise 7% the next day. We’ve witnessed this
cycle a few times over the last four weeks.

You may have seen legendary hedge-fund
manager Bill Ackman on CNBC recently. He
called on the president to immediately shut
down the borders and send all Americans on
an extended spring break.
Then, famous investor Ray Dalio believes this
crisis could cost the U.S. more than $4 trillion.
He added that we have never seen something
like this in our lifetimes. He is right...
Given the publicly vocalized fear of these very
wealthy professional investors, I wonder if a
bottom is near.
Feeling equally pressured are the already
beaten-up cannabis stocks... Year to date, the
North American Marijuana Index is down
about 50%, while the S&P 500 has declined
by about 23%.
However, cannabis stocks have been growing
revenues and pushing toward profitability.
But a number of new market challenges
have dampened investor enthusiasm, such
as continued bottlenecks in the Canadian
distribution system, lack of federal cannabis
policy in the U.S., and no FDA guidance
about CBD uses.

By Thomas Carroll

And now, the world is essentially shut down...
The global COVID-19 outbreak is bringing
consumer spending to its knees. How will
consumers get their cannabis?!
Fear not... A nuance in how cannabis
found its way to legality is allowing most
dispensaries to stay open.
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Its legal status is grounded in medical use.
As such, dispensaries offering products
to cannabis patients have been deemed
“essential” by regulatory bodies in both
Canada and the U.S. This is the same status
enjoyed by pharmacies and grocery stores.
So we set out to see what this means for the
cannabis industry.
In the midst of these volatile market
conditions – before the quarantines – we
reached out to a number of cannabis
companies – both private and publicly
traded. We wanted to get their thoughts on
the pandemic and see if they expected to
be “knighted with essential” status. Would
they be allowed to remain open, or shutter
alongside restaurants and bars?
All of those early conversations confirmed
our beliefs. E-mails, texts, and calls with
these companies lead us to three initial
conclusions...
First, within medical cannabis programs (as
opposed to recreational), dispensaries are
deemed critical medical service providers.
American Consequences
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There are 22 states with medical cannabis
programs, and another 11 that have adult-use
programs. But all of them were medical from
the start and hold on to that history.

CANNABIS INVESTMENT

Just like pharmacies, hospitals, and
urgent care centers, medical dispensaries
are considered essential to patient safety.
Therefore, they are NOT being forced to close
by state and local municipalities.
Most of Cannabis Capitalist portfolio
holdings confirmed that their dispensaries are
open and serving patients.
Second, voluntary social-distancing strategies
have been put in place to limit person-toperson contact.

Much like alcohol sales
during times of stress and
recession, cannabis sales
are likely to remain robust.
For example, privately held Curio Wellness,
the largest cultivator in Maryland, is limiting
the dispensary waiting room to three
customers at a time. Others must remain
outside or in their cars.
In some markets, like Florida, cannabis
delivery is permitted with the necessary
license. In a letter to analysts and investors,
Trulieve Cannabis indicated that in-store and
delivery options were being maximized.
Third, sales remain strong and consistent.
Sales have remained steady at all the large
U.S. cannabis companies. Given that we
are currently intra-quarter, management
commentary has been limited. Most cannabis
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companies will be reporting their next
quarters’ numbers in the following four to six
weeks. That said, we believe the spirit of this
messaging is related to current times, not the
timing of the reported quarter.
For example, given the unprecedented market
conditions, a number of companies have
provided us some comfort that has matched
their other publicly disclosed information.
One privately held dispensary indicated to us
that sales were up 50% from the week before
the quarantines were to be put into place.
This is similar to what we’ve heard about
other products like paper towels, toilet paper,
and all types of food and essential consumer
product goods... People are stocking up on
their cannabis as well.
Green Thumb Industries said that every single
dispensary it owns across multiple states
is open for business, with consistent sales
strength through the crisis.
Multistate cannabis operator Curaleaf
indicated that regulators are even beginning
to ease requirements for delivery and curbside
sales. In our opinion, this should support
sales today and in coming weeks as the crisis
evolves.
And both companies Harvest Health &
Recreation and Trulieve put out press releases
on their operations that should offer some
comfort to longer-term investors. We’ve heard
similar commentary from a number of others
cannabis companies, too...
Much like alcohol sales during times of stress
and recession, cannabis sales are likely to
remain robust.

Since these communications, a number of
the large cannabis companies – both U.S.
and Canadian – have reported earnings or
specifically published press releases indicating
what we concluded above.
Curaleaf and Green Thumb, two of the largest
U.S. cannabis companies, reported strong
earnings for the year and quarter ended
December 2019. In their press releases, they
went on to make comments about current
market conditions and what they are doing
to keep sales going. HEXO, a Canadian
cannabis company, indicated in late March
that it remains fully operational because of its
essential status.
Of course, all of them have protections in
place for employees and customers to stop the
spread of COVID-19, like Internet ordering,
curbside pickup, and limited in-person sales.
Will cannabis sales continue to grow through
the COVID-19 crisis?
As we think about investing across all sectors
of the economy, we can categorize stocks into
four buckets:
1. Companies for which 2020 sales will be
close to expected (although timing may be
impacted).
2. Companies for which 2020 sales will be
hurt but will weather the storm because of
healthy balance sheets.
3. Financially unstable companies for which 2020
sales will be hurt. There is uncertainty whether
these companies will survive into 2021.
4. Lastly, companies that may actually benefit
from COVID-19.

In all likelihood, most stocks will fall
into categories 2 and 3. There will be few
companies spared a revenue hit this year,
and few companies that benefit in real time.
Some may benefit in the longer term but be
pressured this year.
Where will cannabis stocks fit in this
construct?
In my view, many of the cannabis companies
may ultimately fit in buckets 1 or 4. Cannabis
sales should continue to march on... And
some may actually benefit.
Think about this. There are two primary
reasons people buy legal cannabis today...
Cannabis is used medicinally by many
people to alleviate symptoms for a number
of illnesses. Second, cannabis is used for
recreation in much the same way as alcohol,
cigarettes, and other forms of tobacco.
Now, you may not believe this... But even
in states that only have a medical program,
people sometimes stretch the truth about
their back pain or anxiety. They do this to
gain access to cannabis products legally.
(Shhh... don’t tell.)
Given these uses of cannabis, two good
proxies might be recent alcohol sales and
demand for prescription drugs. And both are
seeing spiking demand.
Americans need their booze... For the
third week of March, research firm Nielsen
reported that reported that alcohol sales grew
55% versus the same week last year. Even
beer, which has been falling out of favor, rose
90% for larger packages (24 and 30 units per
package).
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And what about our meds? Pharmacies are
seeing a spike in people trying to get larger
supplies of their prescription drugs. Besides
additional vigilance to get possession of
medications, people are asking for 30-day
supplies to be extended to 90 days.

CANNABIS INVESTMENT

Both of these datapoints are good proxies
for continued cannabis sales despite the
quarantines across the U.S. and Canada.
One other point... GrowGeneration – a
multistate “big box” store that sells all the
necessary supplies cannabis companies need
to grow healthy plants – reported its quarterly
earnings on March 27, and they were good.

At the end of the day, it’s
all about being as rational
as possible. And that’s
extremely hard when
your stock values are

FIND LIQUIDITY AND
BUY STOCKS
No one expected 2019 to be such a difficult
year for cannabis investing... And the current
market conditions are only adding fuel to the
fire.
At the end of the day, it’s all about being as
rational as possible. And that’s extremely hard
when your stock values are plummeting...
Although cannabis stocks currently represent
some of the most beaten-down investing
choices we have, the industry is just getting
started... It’s not going away. And sales right
now may actually be stronger than we think.
Now is the time to do some homework and
devote a small portion of your portfolio to
cannabis... a really small portion. (These are
risky stocks that are very volatile.)
As the current market conditions stabilize,
these stocks will follow suit. And as the
federal government moves incrementally
toward legalization, these stocks will soar.

As such, its financial performance is a window
into the health of the legal cannabis market. If
cannabis products are not selling, neither are
As the current market is showing us, it’s
all the supplies that support the products.
impossible to pick the top or bottom. But we
can do our research and get positioned for
Most importantly, management felt
when the bottom finally arrives.
comfortable providing a full-year sales
outlook that was in line with current
Even Ackman and Dalio believe we are
expectations. And this is happening well after getting close.
the COVID-19 outbreak began... Supplies are
still selling.
To find out more about
Tom’s Cannabis Capitalist
monthly product, click here.
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UBSCRIBE NOW

CLICK HERE
Make sure you subscribe by clicking here.
We’ll send you valuable updates and
always send an alert when the next issue is
published. When you subscribe, you’ll be the
first to know when future issues are published.

By P.J.
O’Rourke

KILLING

TIME

BOREDOM AT THE O'ROURKE HOME
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OOPS...
My title for this essay came out looking a
little more ominous than I intended. Sorry.
But you know what I mean. The mortality
rate of COVID-19 is no laughing matter, but
after a month of home lockdown, the risk
that a lot of people could die of boredom is...
no laughing matter either.

I’m not an expert in epidemiology, but I am
an expert in boredom. I’m a major producer –
as my family can attest, especially during my
dinnertime rants. (No one has actually said,
“One more word about Elizabeth Warren and
you’re getting the tuna casserole right in the
face.” But I can see the look in their eyes.)

Plus, the only person you have to gossip with
at the office water cooler (aka kitchen sink) is
yourself. (“So, what I heard from myself is...
But don’t let me know that I heard it from
me...”)
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Therefore, when it comes to boredom, my
family naturally expects me to lead the way.
“Dad can bore us!” And I’ve been doing a
darn good job so far. Perhaps I can help the
reader bore his or her family too.

The mortality rate of
COVID-19 is no laughing
matter, but after a month
of home lockdown, the risk
that a lot of people could
die of boredom is...
no laughing matter either.

And I’m also a major consumer of boredom.
I’ve been “working” from home for decades.
Work from home is – as so many of you
readers have found lately – just like regular
working except you have to be your own
workplace pal. (“I’m making a fresh pot of
coffee. Would I like some? I’ll bring me a cup. I
take it with half-and-half and no sugar, right?”)

But a word of warning... If you’ve got little
children around the house, don’t give into the
temptation to play hide and seek and then
not look for them.

You also have to be your own workplace rival.
(“I can’t believe I think I deserve a raise. If I
were me, I’d fire my dumb ass.”)

This is just mean (unless you provide them
with ample sugary snacks). My dad had
an alternative that provided comparable
American Consequences
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parental relief from kiddy racket. It’s called
“Submarine.” He used it on long car trips.
Dad would say, “We’re all submerged in an
American submarine during World War Two
and we’re being hunted by Japanese destroyers.
If any of us makes even the slightest noise,
the Japanese destroyers will hear us on their
sonar and drop depth charges and blow our
submarine to bits and we’ll all drown.”

Federal Reserve Monopoly

Use
your photocopier to print as much Monopoly
money as your supply of copy paper allows.
Whenever a player lands on an “essential
service” (railroad, utility, Community Chest,
Free Parking, any property with a house on it,
or a hotel not owned by Donald Trump), give
him or her a billion dollars.

This worked for about five minutes. Then
my sisters and I would begin poking each
other and giggling and squealing. The “depth
charge” that dad dropped was to tune the
car radio to his favorite music station. Think
Perry Cuomo. (A lot more boring – though
less scary – than Andrew...)

Bernie Sanders Monopoly

The second round of Submarine usually lasted
longer. But if my sisters and I absolutely
refused to be quiet, my dad would light a
Hav-A-Tampa cigar with the windows rolled
up and we’d all get carsick.

Social Distancing Parcheesi The

Speaking of getting sick and the chief
executive of New York State, you could try a
game of “Governor Cuomo, May I?”

game itself, the most ridiculous accusation
wins. For example: “Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
did it with a Russian biological warfare
laboratory in a nursing home in Washington
State!”

“No.”
But my children aren’t little anymore. So I
taught my wife and kids how to play poker.
This was fun... for me. I now own all my wife’s
good china, my daughter’s iPhone, iPad, and
Bluetooth ear buds, and my son’s entire baseball
card collection. (Perhaps I should have warned
them about drawing to an inside straight.)
We’re getting pretty tired of all the board
games we’ve got in the house. But I’ve been
working on ways to modify the rules to make
the games... boring in a new and different way.
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All

the properties are free. Income Tax is
100%. Luxury Tax is 200%. Whoever owns
Boardwalk and Park Place has to give all his
or her money to the owner of Baltic and
Mediterranean and spend the rest of the game
in jail.
object of the game is to keep each of your
playing pieces six spaces away from any other
playing piece.

Fox News/MSNBC Clue Forget the

Alt. Right Chess Only the white pieces
can move.

Executive, Legislative, and
Judicial Jigsaw Puzzle Arrange
puzzle pieces so that not a single one of them
fits with any other.
And, lastly, if you’re really bored...

Trump Bridge played without a full deck
and everything is Trumps.

WE'RE WATCHING
TWITTER, SO YOU
DON'T HAVE TO

American Consequences
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A WORLD
WITHOUT
SPORTS
By Lars Dzikus
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Baseball’s opening day came and went.
The Olympics have been postponed.
Football in the fall? Don’t count on it.
With COVID-19 infections and deaths rising
each day, the cancellation of live sporting
events might seem like an afterthought.
But in the coming weeks and months, their
absence will undoubtedly be felt.

For these reasons, sports, during times of
crisis, often act as a salve.

This isn’t the first time sports have been put
on hold. During previous crises and conflicts,
sports have been stopped. But in the past, the
reprieve was brief... Sports went on to act as
a way to bring Americans together, persevere,
and, ultimately, heal.

At the onset of the Civil War, baseball was less
than two decades old, and the first two years
of the war hit the young sport hard. As several
players enlisted and others focused on civilian
war efforts, many clubs folded or played
reduced schedules.

This time’s different...

Still, as historian George Kirsch has
noted, baseball “endured the trial of civil
war remarkably well, persisting and even
progression under trying circumstances.”
Union soldiers brought the game to the
battlefield, playing to stay fit and get some
much-needed distraction. In the process, they
exposed many of their fellow countrymen
to the game for the first time. After the war,
baseball’s popularity boomed.

Sports are so important to so many of us that
some have likened them to a modern religion,
replete with rituals, saints, and shrines.
“Sports are more than games, meets, and
matches,” sociologist Jay Coakley has
observed. “They’re important aspects of social
life that have meanings going far beyond
scores and performance statistics.”
Research suggests that watching sports can
benefit physical well-being. The fandom can
also be linked to psychological benefits such
as an increased sense of belonging. When
spectators experience social connectedness to
other fans, it can reduce negative emotions,
like depression and isolation.

ENDURING AND EMERGING
STRONGER
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Sports are so important
to so many of us that some
have likened them to
a modern religion, replete
with rituals, saints,
and shrines.
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A WORLD WITHOUT SPORTS
Sports went on to endure both World War I
and the 1918 flu pandemic.
The ranks of college football players, for
example, were vastly depleted, with many
student-athletes going into active duty. Others
joined the newly established Student Army
Training Corps on their campuses and were
often kept out of practices and games. Still,
the games went on, with freshmen permitted
to fill the rosters.
Overseas in Europe, millions of American
troops continued to engage in baseball,
football and boxing behind the front lines as
a respite from the drudgery of trench warfare.
Sports and athletics, according to historian
Steve Pope, became “central components of
military life.”

Could, over time, the steady
threat of global calamity
also relegate our current
conception of sports to
ancient history?
The first wave of the flu arrived in the U.S. in
the spring of 1918, but the second, stronger
wave hit right at the onset of the college
football season.
Given the shortage of players due to the war,
discussions to cancel the 1918 season were
already underway when the flu returned.
Michigan had played only one game when
the governor shut down public gatherings.
A game against rival Michigan Agricultural
College – now Michigan State – was
postponed for concerns that “prolonged
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cheering at the games
would weaken the throats of
the spectators, thus making
them more susceptible to the
disease.” Nationwide, hundreds
of college games were canceled.
Nonetheless, as flu cases subsided in
November 1918, Michigan was able to play
four more games. Undefeated Michigan and
Pitt were titled co-champions, despite having
played only five games each.

BRINGING THE COUNTRY
TOGETHER
Following the December 1941 attack on Pearl
Harbor, some wondered whether it was even
appropriate to hold sporting events. Then
President Franklin D. Roosevelt sent the
so-called “green light letter” to Major League
Baseball commissioner Kenesaw Mountain
Landis in January 1942.
In it, Roosevelt wrote that “it would be best
for the country to keep baseball going.” The
people, he added, “ought to have a chance
for recreation.” The 1942 season went on as
scheduled. Women’s-only baseball leagues
also became popular during this period. At
its peak in 1948, the All-American Girls
Professional Baseball League attracted close to
1 million spectators.
More recently, 9/11 presented a major
challenge to sports. As sporting events could
present perfect targets for terrorists, security
concerns and costs skyrocketed.
On the day of the attacks, Major League
Baseball immediately postponed all 15 games

– over the next six days,
91 games were canceled.
The last time the league had
canceled games without a
player strike had been D-Day
in 1944.
Yet games resumed on Sept. 17, and
the World Series was played in November.
The Super Bowl was also pushed back but
went on as planned.
According to sports scholar Rebecca Kraus,
baseball’s return, in particular, “provided an
emotional release, sense of hope and a place for
the community to gather in its time of need,
thus fulfilling its role as the national pastime.”

E-SPORTS INTO THE VOID?
The current sports stoppage, however, is
unprecedented. It touches every level of every
game, in every country in the world, from the
Olympics down to pickup basketball.
In the battle against the coronavirus, sports
cannot be relied upon. In fact, sports are
among the culprits: Officials have discovered
that a February soccer match in Milan, Italy,
led to a massive outbreak that accelerated the
spread of the virus.
In all of this, there’s an important point to
consider. We’re still processing the many
jarring changes to our routines. And when
sports return in a year or two, our perception
of this strange hiatus will have certainly
changed.

who could blame fans for being wary about
attending games?
Sports shouldn’t be taken for granted. In the
great scheme of things, organized sports are a
relatively recent phenomenon – less than 200
years old in the United States. Who knows
what sports will look like 50, 100, or 200
years from now. Starting at about 776 B.C.,
the ancient Olympic Games lasted for 12
centuries. Today they’re long gone.
Could, over time, the steady threat of global
calamity also relegate our current conception
of sports to ancient history?
Already, one relative newcomer to the
sporting scene has filled a void. Despite some
initial hiccups, televised e-sport tournaments
are still being held as planned.
With 1.3 million viewers following a virtual
race, the recent inaugural eNASCAR iRacing
Pro Invitational Series on Fox Sports became
the most-watched e-sport competition in
American television history.
© The Conversation
Lars Dzikus is an Associate Professor
in Sport Studies at the University of
Tennessee. He is a member of the
North American Society for Sport
History and the North American Society
for the Sociology of Sport. He has
published in Sportwissenschaft, Journal
of Sport and Social Issues, and The Sport
Psychologist, among others.

We might marvel at how quickly sports
bounce back and pick up right where they left
off. At the same time, when sports do resume,
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THE FINAL WORD

The View
From the
Pandemic
Peak in
New York
City
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By Buck Sexton

The air is clean and crisp
when you walk through New York City’s
Times Square these days. There are few
vehicles on the road due to the pandemic
lockdown. Scientists estimate that carbon
monoxide in the air is down an incredible
50%, along with major reductions in a variety
of other air pollutants.

brought back to the terrible reality of our
circumstances here in America’s biggest city.
It was almost certainly a COVID-19 patient
on the way to a hospital because of trouble
breathing. There are thousands of them. Our
medical teams’ desperate fight to save as many
lives as possible is constantly underway.

There is also a strange silence around you as
you walk – unprecedented in the life of this
city. Honking horns define the sound of New
York as much as skyscrapers do the sight of
it. If you can forget for a moment the tragic
reasons for the eerie quiet, the city has never
sounded so calm.

The wailing of first-responder vehicles is
a constant reminder. Without any other
ambient noise – with construction sites and
the hustle and bustle of the city at a standstill
– the sirens’ sound waves reverberate off the
steel and brick cityscape for miles in every
direction.

If you went outside and closed your eyes right
now where I live in Midtown Manhattan, you
could almost convince yourself that you’re
far away from the city. The silence and rush
of clean air overtakes your senses. I tried it
over the weekend. As a sensory experience, it
allowed a brief mental escape.

On an early spring day with beautiful
weather, the empty streets in Midtown
Manhattan are unsettling on their own. It’s
the empty storefronts, however, that are
the clearest indicator of what’s going on
here... Every store, other than groceries and
pharmacies, is closed.

But as uncharacteristically quiet and clean
as New York City streets have become, one
cannot escape for long the painful truth of
why everything has slowed down.

Walking around Rockefeller Center, one of
the most famous tourist spots in America, it’s
apparent that these commercial enterprises
aren’t planning to open anytime soon.
Metal gates are pulled down... Doors are
padlocked... Some have removed merchandise
from their window displays, no doubt
concerned about the 75% spike in business
burglaries over the past month in New York.

The “city that never sleeps” isn’t in a slumber
– it’s in a coma.
Within moments of closing my eyes, I
heard an ambulance siren. Instantly, I was
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“

Out in the street, almost everyone
now seems to be taking some visible
measures for self-protection from
the virus.
Restaurants were supposed to stay open for
takeout and delivery, but few have. Some
of the more sophisticated establishments
have signs near their entrance claiming the
closure is “out of concern for the health of
our customers.” Smaller, mom-and-pop places
have hand-drawn signs that talk of “staying
safe now and coming back together soon!”
Nobody knows if they will ever open their
doors again... or if they do, when that will be.
Out in the street, almost everyone now seems
to be taking some visible measures for selfprotection from the virus. Masks and rubber
gloves have been common for weeks. Now,
they are ubiquitous. Given the recent
change in guidance from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) – masks, it turns out, do work
– there are now many New Yorkers
walking around with homemade
masks, bandanas, or scarves pulled over
their mouths to give some protection
against the coronavirus plague.
A friend recently sent me photos taken
from his window of a field hospital
as it was being built in Central Park.
Large white tents were erected on fields that
I had played baseball and soccer on for many
years as a kid. Now, they were covered in the
overflow capacity facilities of Mount Sinai
hospital on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, all
in preparation for a flood of the gravely ill.
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Other photos circulated of refrigerated
trucks outside a number of hospitals around
the city. With hospital intensive care units
overrun already with COVID-19 patients, the
expectation is that morgue capacity will also
soon reach its limit. The trucks are a stopgap
measure to preserve the dead. Hopefully, the
circumstances won’t become so desperate as
what we saw in Spain, where an ice skating
rink was converted into a mass morgue.
A Navy hospital ship, the USNS Comfort,
sailed within clear view of my window. There
were helicopters above and a small armada
of tugboats and support craft around the
impressive vessel. Part of me immediately felt
a surge of confidence, knowing that the finest
military in the world was called into action to
help in the war against this virus.

But it also reinforced the gravity of the
situation around me...
A floating military hospital with a thousandbed capacity is now necessary in the largest
city in the United States precisely because

our situation is dire and our medical capacity
is so overstretched. The USNS Comfort
won’t be treating COVID-19 patients – it
will be tending to all of the other medical
emergencies that overwhelmed civilian
hospitals simply can’t handle.
I’ve been speaking to doctors – some I’ve
known for many years – about what they’ve
been seeing on the front lines and what this
whole country is now up against.
One told me that patients often show up to
the E.R. as walk-ins and within hours are
intubated, breathing only with the assistance
of ventilators. The speed with which
COVID-19 is able to incapacitate – and
tragically kill – particularly those who are in
older, more vulnerable categories has been
shocking medical professionals who watch it
happen.
Another doctor friend I spoke to at one of
the major hospitals in Brooklyn told me that
“it feels like a war zone” in the various ICU
wards. He said that he is deeply concerned
about the health and morale of his medical
staff, especially the nurses who spend the
most time with patients and could therefore
be even more susceptible to this contagious
respiratory disease.
There are no easy answers. Clearly, the global
medical community is still learning a lot
about the virus. Public health authorities
across the board have failed to anticipate this
pandemic and have made egregious errors as
it was rising. Everyone is playing catch-up
against this scourge.

“

We know there will be a tomorrow,
and this too shall pass – but we
need to have some sense of what that
tomorrow will look like.

As someone living under quarantine for
weeks now, I can tell you that in this city, we
just want to know when this will end. Even
during what may be the worst of this health
crisis, planning for the future feels urgent.
We know there will be a tomorrow, and this
too shall pass – but we need to have some
sense of what that tomorrow will look like.
The virus isn’t the only major threat. As we
are waiting for coronavirus deaths to peak
nationally, we are also beginning to get a
glimpse of what freezing the world’s largest
economy in place will do...
A Federal Reserve economist recently
predicted there will be almost 47 million
Americans unemployed by the second
quarter, with an unemployment rate of more
than 30%. That is an all-too-real disaster on
its own.
We are fighting off a global pandemic and
heading toward a recession.
We need to find a way through this,
protecting as many lives as possible along the
way, so we can re-establish that most precious
of human conditions: normalcy.
Never before has the average and the
mundane sounded so precious.
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Thomas Carroll is one of the most
respected and longest-serving
health care analysts on
Wall Street. Prior to joining
Stansberry Research, Tom
worked at Stifel Nicolaus/
Legg Mason in Baltimore for nearly two
decades as managing director and senior
analyst of health care.
Dr. David Eifrig worked in arbitrage
and trading groups with major
Wall Street investment banks,
including Goldman Sachs,
Chase Manhattan, and Yamaichi
Securities in Japan. In 1995, Dr.
Eifrig retired from Wall Street, went to
UNC-Chapel Hill medical school, and
became an ophthalmologist.
Today, he publishes a 100% free daily
e-letter on both health and wealth that
shows readers how to live a millionaire
lifestyle for far, far less. Learn more here.
C. Scott Garliss is the editor of Stansberry
NewsWire – where he and his
analysts scour the markets to
offer you a better understanding
of the forces driving market
volatility... and recommend the
best ways to trade that volatility. He has
spent 20 years trading for some of the top
investment banks in the country, including
First Union Securities, Wachovia Securities,
Stifel Nicolaus, and FBR Capital Markets.
Kim Iskyan is editor of The Chaos
Chronicles at American
Consequences. Kim is one of
the most experienced and
well-traveled financial writers
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in the world today. From covering Iran's
emerging stock market... to landing in
Ukraine in the middle of a war... to booking
a flight to Thailand as soon as martial
law was declared – Kim has been there
and helped investors figure out the risks
and the opportunity in these "blown out"
markets.
Buck Sexton is host of the nationally
syndicated talk radio program,
The Buck Sexton Show, heard
on more than 100 stations
across the country. He’s also
a former CIA and NYC police
department intelligence officer.
Bill Shaw travels the globe searching
for the best investment ideas in
the commodities and natural
resource space... As editor of
two natural resource-focused
newsletters, Commodity
Supercycles and Stansberry Gold & Silver
Investor, he focuses on oil & gas, base and
precious metals, agriculture equities, and
gold bullion.
Porter Stansberry is well-known for doing
some of the most important
– and often controversial –
work in the financial advisory
business. Since he founded
Stansberry Research, his string of
accurate forecasts has made his research
some of the most widely read in the world
and has helped his readers both avoid
catastrophe and make incredible gains.
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